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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/1/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Morocco. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where we are 
called to, “above all else, strive to be faithful to Christ’s vision of the 
peaceable Kingdom of God on earth. Courageously challenge cultural, 
political, and religious trends that are contrary to the reconciling and 
restoring purposes of God. Pursue peace.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:3b 
 

Morocco is in North Africa. It is characterized by rugged mountains in 
its interior, large tracts of desert, and a lengthy coastline on the Atlantic 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Morocco
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Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. Morocco is a country of diversity, 
beauty,  history and hospitality. 
 

Scripture Reading—Psalm 15 
O Lord, who may abide in your tent?  Who may dwell on your holy hill? 
Those who walk blamelessly, and do what is right, and speak the truth 
from their heart; who do not slander with their tongue,  and do no evil 
to their friends, 
    nor take up a reproach against their neighbors; 
in whose eyes the wicked are despised, 
    but who honor those who fear the Lord; 
who stand by their oath even to their hurt; 
who do not lend money at interest, 
    and do not take a bribe against the innocent. 
Those who do these things shall never be moved. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Charles Curry  

Loving God, 

There are so many ways that we divide ourselves from one another: 
politics, theology, economics, and culture, and these are only a few of 
the many. It seems that we can manage to be in conflict about nearly 
everything. 

Yet there are also so many ways that we are drawn together: the 
compassionate response of thousands of individuals to the recent 
hurricanes; the coming-together of neighbors and friends in response 
to a bombing; and these are only two of many. 
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Help us to choose to remember and practice drawing-together. Help us 
to not be paralyzed by the divisive. 

Help us to seek you when we are faced with the difficult questions 

Help us to see the value and efforts of others who serve in your behalf, 
especially from those who are not like us.  

Help us remember through Communion, that we are the body of 
Christ…your hands and feet; your heart and mind…that we may be 
about your peace. 

Amen.  

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
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then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and the planet. 
Allow yourself to come reverently into the presence of the Divine and 
please join with me in prayer. Transformative encounters await you 
here with the Eternal Creator and Reconciler. 
Pause. 
Creator God, cleanse our hearts. Accept the confession of our flaws and 
failures, and make us whole. Transform us, O God, into the persons of 
peace and grace you created us to be. 
Pause. 
Redeeming God, bring to our awareness those persons and 
relationships that are broken, and make us conscious of the need for 
reconciliation and forgiveness. Transform us for relationships of 
wholeness once again. 
Pause. 
Saving God, allow us to feel your love and concern for your children in 
communities around the world, far and near. We remember all nations, 
including Morocco, the country we pray for today. May we weep with 
your tears and act with compassion to heal those who are suffering. 
Pause. 
God of all creation, stir within us a deep connection with everything 
you have created; make us aware of the sacred nature of all that 
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surrounds us and lead us into deep reverence that cultivates nurturing 
actions. 
Pause. 
May these prayers of concern, compassion, and transformation for 
ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth lead us into a world shaped 
by your unconditional love, O God. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Cherish inner peace. Honor relationships. 

Become communities of love, joy, hope, and peace. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/2/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Tunisia. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space that “stand(s) 
as a towering symbol of a people who knew injustice and strife on the 
frontier and who now seek the peace of Jesus Christ throughout the 
world.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2b 
 

Tunisia is in the northernmost part of Africa. It is considered to be the 
only full democracy in the Arab World. Its inhabitants began farming 
the area from the Nile Valley to the Fertile Crescent region about 5,000 
BC. 
 

Scripture Reading—1 Peter 3:10-12 
For “those who desire life and desire to see good days, let them keep 
their tongues from evil and their lips from speaking deceit; let them 
turn away from evil and do good; let them seek peace and pursue it. 
For the eyes of the Lord are on the righteous, and his ears are open to 
their prayer. But the face of the Lord is against those who do evil.” 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Hilda F. Deem 

Lord, we praise you.  We praise you that you are, and that you always 
have been, and always will be.  Please open our eyes to see the world 
around us and help us to visualize the world as you intend it to be. 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tunisia
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Where there is hate may we exemplify love; where there is need, may 
we be charitable; where there is loneliness, may we give comfort; 
where there is misunderstanding, may we seek reconciliation.  Where 
there is sorrow may we show compassion, for it is only in giving of 
ourselves that we can become instruments of peace in the world.  
Amen. 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
then, enlarging life’s circle, move outward to include those we know 
and love, to strangers and enemies, to the entire world, and to all of 
creation. 
Will you pause for the next few moments in the quiet of this sanctuary, 
away from the worries of the world, to silently add your own thoughts 
and prayers to the prayers of the people? 
Pause. 
God of all time and space, I stand waiting for your peace to enter my 
broken and chaotic soul, just as you wait for me to pause long enough 
to breathe and simply be. May your peace fill the space that I now 
create with my breath and my being. Hear my often-impatient cry, “Be 
with me, O Prince of Peace, and make me whole.” 
Pause. 
Source of our being, we stand waiting for your peace to enter our 
broken and chaotic relationships, just as you wait for us to pause long 
enough to invite you in. May your reconciling presence bring us to a 
point of apology and forgiveness, of offering and receiving, and unity. 
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Hear our impatient cry, “Be with us, O Prince of Peace, and make us 
one.” 
Pause. 
Lord of all Earth’s people, the world stands waiting for your peace to 
calm the warring nations, to stem the tide of violence we inflict against 
one another, just as you wait for us to stop the madness long enough to 
see one another as family. We remember all nations, including Tunisia, 
the country we pray for today. May your profound compassion for your 
children flow within us. Enable us to surrender our hatred and fear and 
be filled instead with your loving kindness and mercy. Hear our often-
impatient cry, “Be with our human family, O Prince of Peace, and make 
us one.” 
Pause. 
Creator of all, your creation stands waiting for your healing touch to 
restore all living things to oneness and wholeness, just as you wait for 
us to revere what you have given us as a sacred gift. May your generous 
offering of water, earth, air, and all that has life remind us of our 
physical and spiritual connection with everything that was, is, and will 
be. Help us honor our call as stewards of the Earth. Hear our impatient 
cry, “Be with our Earth, O Prince of Peace. Make all things one.” 
Pause. 
We ask for this blessing of your peace in and through Jesus Christ. 
Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Make every breath one of thanksgiving; 

Make every deed a channel of justice; 

Make every thought a peaceful one; 
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Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/3/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Italy. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where you 
are invited to “Become a people of the Temple—those who see 
violence but proclaim peace, who feel conflict yet extend the hand of 
reconciliation, who encounter broken spirits and find pathways for 
healing.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2a 
 

Italy is in the heart of the Mediterranean Sea. It shares open land 
borders with France, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, San Marino and 
Vatican City. The Renaissance began in Italy, bringing a renewed 
interest in humanism, science, exploration and art. Italian culture 
flourished at this time, producing famous scholars, artists, and 
polymaths such as Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo, Michelangelo and 
Machiavelli.  
 

Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 18:2n 
Learn of me, and listen to my words; walk in the meekness of my Spirit 
and you shall have peace in me. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Anonymous 

Creator, advocate of peace, champion of reconciliation, your grace and 
mercies echo harmoniously. You taught us the way to peace, our 
assurance of congenial oneness. Teach us to carry the torch of peace, 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Italy
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that it may reside within our hearts and radiate in our surroundings. 
Through the grace of your unconditional love, transform the world into 
a haven of shalom. In you, let us find hope—in the name of Jesus Christ 
we pray.  

Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and, ultimately, the planet. 
Jesus Christ, the light of the world, invites you into his presence and his 
peace. Please allow yourself to breathe deeply and envision yourself in 
his all-embracing light as we share the prayers of the people. 
Pause. 
Radiant God, we come into your presence grateful for the light you 
have brought into the world; breathe your spirit into our very beings. 
May your love shine from within us as evidence that you continue to 
bless your creation with possibility and peace. 
Pause. 
Illuminating One, as we experience that light within us, help us radiate 
your love and light to those around us. May our friends, families, 
coworkers, and neighbors become aware of your light that emanates 
from within them as well, redeeming brokenness and creating peace. 
Pause. 
Light of the world, extend ever-increasing brightness within this circle 
of self and friends to those who live all around the world. We 
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remember all nations, including Italy, the country we pray for today. In 
places of darkness and hopelessness, may rays of your saving light 
break through and provide the way to hope and peace. 
Pause. 
Holy One, who created darkness and light, bless all your creation with 
the energy your light produces. Continue to sustain all forms of life—
seen and unseen, for the welfare of your beloved creation. May the 
entire Earth be at peace. 
Pause. 
May the One who spoke light into darkness and substance out of the 
void hear our prayers. May the circle of light in which we live be 
enlarged to encompass all that was, and is, and is to be. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
As we depart in joy, 

Confront injustices, 

Be part of transformations toward peace, and 

Generate hope for the world. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/4/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Dominican Republic. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace where 
“God is calling for a prophetic community to emerge, drawn from the 
nations of the world, that is characterized by uncommon devotion to 
the compassion and peace of God revealed in Jesus Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:11a 
 

The Dominican Republic is located in the Greater Antilles, occupying the 
eastern two thirds of the island of Hispaniola with Haiti occupying the 
remainder of the island. In 1492, Christopher Columbus landed on the 
island which the Taíno people had inhabited since the 7th century. 
 

Scripture Reading—Matthew 5:9 
“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God.” 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Laura Herdman 

O Holy God of all that exists, as vessels of clay we feel your hands still 
working with us, shaping us into the image of Christ.  You do this by 
molding our thoughts to his thoughts, aligning our feet to his path, 
motivating our hands to his deeds, loosening our tongues to his words.  
As this love for his Way deepens within us, we feel a great peace—for 
nothing offends us.  Herein we are empowered as peacemakers. 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Dominican%20Republic
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Attune our ears to hear the cries of the wounded in our relationships, 
give us wisdom to repair broken bridges.  But most of all, awaken us 
from our drugged sleep, induced by the daily rush of activities, which 
provoke us to cry out “Yes, Lord, I will help—but tomorrow!”  And so 
the cries of the neglected ascend to you in the dark night.  Forgive us of 
our apathy, our sins of omissions.  Forgive us for our missed 
opportunities to be peacemakers.  Fan the flame in our hearts to be 
vessels of service for you.  Make us supple in your hands through the 
spirit of repentance. 

Mold us anew in our Lord Jesus’ beautiful, holy image.  We commit our 
will to do your work.  Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
then, enlarging life’s circle, move outward to include those we know 
and love, to strangers and enemies, to the entire world, and to all of 
creation.  
Please join with me in today’s prayer and meditation; quiet your 
breathing and embrace God’s eternal grace as you become aware of 
your own responses to the guided prayers of the people. 
Pause. 
God, you are the still point of the circle within which all creation is 
found. I yearn to connect with your spirit of peace and experience the 
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companionship of your presence in this moment. May I abide in the 
center of creation’s circle with you? 
Pause. 
Creator of horizons, help us draw the circle wider to include those I 
know and love, and even those I struggle to understand and accept. Fill 
this circle with the gifts of forgiveness, mercy, compassion, and peace. 
Give us the desire to include all whose paths cross ours into a place 
where acceptance is offered freely. Draw our circle wider. 
Pause. 
Giver of dreams, let the peace we’ve dreamed of expand to embrace all 
your children. We remember all nations, including Dominican Republic, 
the country we pray for today. Within this circle may we see the other 
as brother and sister, and act as mutual stewards of one another. You 
call us to live without borders that exclude. Help us to draw the circle 
wider still. 
Pause. 
God of all living things, your world longs to be whole and in harmony. 
The dream of shalom includes caregiving for the water, earth, air and 
all that has life in one great family. You created us with 
interdependencies. Give us mutual respect and tender care for all. Let 
this be our song: Nothing on your created Earth stands alone, but lives 
in shalom with all other living things. Draw the circle wide open. 
Pause. 
Architect of life and peace, may we be blessed by your vision of shalom 
this day. May our minds, hearts, and spirits be wide enough for all to 
find a home. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, God’s shalom. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
May blessings of peace 
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Be realized today 

Through the Source, Savior, and Spirit. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/5/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Singapore. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “Listen to 
the Voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in 
this moment. Listen to the Voice, for it cannot be stilled, and it calls you 
once again to the great and marvelous work of building the peaceable 
kingdom.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 162:1b 
 

Singapore is a sovereign city-state in Southeast Asia. It lies just north of 
the equator and has a tropical rainforest climate with no distinctive 
seasons. 
 

Scripture Reading—Matthew 5:13-20 
“You are the salt of the earth; but if salt has lost its taste, how can its 
saltiness be restored? It is no longer good for anything, but is thrown 
out and trampled under foot. 
 
“You are the light of the world. A city built on a hill cannot be hid.  No 
one after lighting a lamp puts it under the bushel basket, but on the 
lampstand, and it gives light to all in the house.  In the same way, let 
your light shine before others, so that they may see your good works 
and give glory to your Father in heaven. 
 
“Do not think that I have come to abolish the law or the prophets; I 
have come not to abolish but to fulfill.  For truly I tell you, until heaven 
and earth pass away, not one letter, not one stroke of a letter, will pass 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Singapore
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from the law until all is accomplished.  Therefore, whoever breaks one 
of the least of these commandments, and teaches others to do the 
same, will be called least in the kingdom of heaven; but whoever does 
them and teaches them will be called great in the kingdom of heaven.  
For I tell you, unless your righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and 
Pharisees, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven. …” 
 
 

Prayer for Peace 
William Morrison 

Gracious and compassionate One,  

You are everywhere. You are in the bluest skies, the brightest stars, and 
you are in the hearts of all your children, even those of us who have 
lost our way. Be with those who reside in the dark where peace is hard 
to see. Let them see the light of your love. Let them understand and 
mirror your love and compassion for all creation. 

Please bless each and every one of your children in the world with your 
unfailing grace and love.  Let it surround us.  Let it flow through us.  Let 
it sustain us. 

O Lord, give us the courage to press on even in the darkest times in our 
lives. Give us the strength to work for the cause of peace, especially 
now in these uncertain times when peace may seem like a lost cause.  
Guide us as we seek to bring your compassion to this world.  In the 
name of your Holy Son, Jesus Christ, we pray. Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 
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Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and the planet. 
Within all aspects of our lives and our world exist situations and 
conditions that need the healing touch of the Holy. Will you join with 
me to listen to the voice that speaks peace to each of us from beyond 
the farthest hills, from the infinite heavens above, and the vast seas 
below? 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that invites you to surrender your fears and 
frustrations, anger, and anxieties, and to await with an open heart the 
peace that only Christ can bring. Allow the one who seeks only the best 
for you to offer the comfort you seek. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that whispers the invitation to reconciliation with 
those whose lives, words, decisions, or actions have wounded you. May 
you find space in your heart for healing to occur in your relationships 
with brothers and sisters, as well as your enemies. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that calls all into unity and oneness. We remember 
all nations, including Singapore, the country we pray for today. May we 
be attuned to hear the cries for mercy, forgiveness and generosity. 
Listen to the one who reminds us that in the welfare of another resides 
our own well-being. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks 
anew in this moment. The Earth shudders in distress because creation’s 
natural and living systems are becoming exhausted from carrying the 
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burden of our greed and conflicts. Listen to creation which struggles to 
provide life to the seas, the hills, and the heavens above. 
Pause. 
May the one who spoke calm to the storm and stilled the waves with a 
word, bring peace to us and through us. May we be among those 
whose lives whisper, shout, and proclaim peace to those far and near 
for the sake of God’s shalom. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Be witnesses of hope, 

Shed tears for injustice, and 

Make a difference in the world. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/6/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

Denmark—map 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Denmark. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The Temple 
which is “dedicated to the pursuit of peace. …[and which] shall be for 
reconciliation and for healing of the spirit.”   “You are called to create 
pathways in the world for peace in Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 156:5a; 163:3a  
 

Denmark is in Northern Europe, consisting of the peninsula of Jutland 
and 443 named islands, 74 of which are inhabited. 
 

Scripture Reading—Psalm 34:14 
Depart from evil, and do good; seek peace, and pursue it. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
June Ramsey 

Almighty God, help us to put away all bitterness and immerse our souls 
in patience. Help us not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with 
good.  Enable us, O God, to bear one another's burdens, and to bear 
one another in love. Teach and help us to live in peace, and to love in 
truth, with all persons, as Christ loved us.  

Let us learn meekness, that in him we may find rest for our souls.  
Subdue all bitter resentments in our minds, and let the generosity of 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Denmark
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kindness be in our tongues, with a meek and quiet spirit all our lives.  
Make us so gentle and peaceable that we may be as dear children, that 
you, the God of peace, may dwell with us forever. In the holy name of 
Christ, we pray. Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
move outward, in rippling waves to those we know and love, to 
strangers and enemies, to the entire world, to all of creation. We begin 
by noticing our breathing. We breathe in spirit and exhale those things 
that separate us from you, O God. Breathe in. Breathe out. 
Please enter into the silence with me as we pray for peace 
remembering God’s promise to be with us and to work in us. Listen for 
the sound of the beloved’s voice. 
Pause. 
God of creation, in the beginning your breath moved over the waters 
and brought calm and peace to a chaotic world. Breathe into my being 
this day; bring respite to my frenzied soul. Refresh my frayed sense of 
self and bring alive my hope for peace through words and actions 
inspired by your spirit. Breathe on me, breath of God. 
Pause. 
God of reconciliation, 2,000 years ago you breathed and the word 
became flesh among us, teaching us the way of forgiveness, mercy, 
compassion and peace. Breathe into our relationships this day; allow us 
to enflesh the teachings of your Son within our family, friends, 
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neighbors, and even our encounters with those we do not yet know. 
Breathe on us, breath of God. 
Pause. 
God of sacred community, your Holy Spirit seeks to blow through the 
discord, disruption, and disease of the world to bring healing and 
wholeness once again. We remember all nations, including Denmark, 
the country we pray for today. Remind us that many of your children 
lack the basic needs of life, including freedom, space to grow, and love 
to support them. Breathe on your people, breath of God. 
Pause. 
God of all, your planet is gasping for breath, heaving under the pressure 
and weight of unbridled consumption of resources and greed-driven 
destruction of your world. The Earth groans from forces of chaos that 
destroy what we have been given as a gift for all creation. Awaken us to 
our responsibilities to heal and bring peace to our earthly home. 
Breathe once again over the waters, skies, land, and all that inhabit 
them, breath of God. 
Pause. 
May the awareness of our own breathing connect us to you, O God, 
and to all that lives because you create it, love it, and call it good. In and 
through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Be blessed this day with frustration at injustice. 

To motivate us to work for peace. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/7/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Finland. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “The rise 
of Zion the beautiful, the peaceful reign of Christ, awaits your 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Finland
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wholehearted response to the call to make and steadfastly hold to 
God’s covenant of peace in Jesus Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 164:9b 
 

Finland is in Northern Europe bordering Sweden, Norway, and Russia. 
Nature’s most spectacular light show, the Aurora Borealis, can be seen 
from this beautiful land. 
 

Scripture Reading—Isaiah 58:6-10 
Is not this the fast that I choose: 
    to loose the bonds of injustice, 
    to undo the thongs of the yoke, 
to let the oppressed go free, 
    and to break every yoke? 
Is it not to share your bread with the hungry, 
    and bring the homeless poor into your house; 
when you see the naked, to cover them, 
    and not to hide yourself from your own kin? 
Then your light shall break forth like the dawn, 
    and your healing shall spring up quickly; 
your vindicator shall go before you, 
    the glory of the Lord shall be your rear guard. 
Then you shall call, and the Lord will answer; 
    you shall cry for help, and he will say, Here I am. 
 
If you remove the yoke from among you, 
    the pointing of the finger, the speaking of evil, 
and if you spend yourselves in behalf of the hungry 
    and satisfy the needs of the oppressed, 
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then your light will rise in the darkness, 
    and your night will become like the noonday. 
 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Lu Mountenay 

Lord, You made it so clear. Why do we doubt? He came as the 
demonstrator. He was the model. He stood as the example. Christ was 
born for this—Christ was born for this.  

We have no excuse to fail peace. He walked as the teacher. He fulfilled 
the law. He came as a child and showed us the kingdom. Christ was 
born for this—Christ was born for this.  

Don’t turn the children away, don’t turn peace away. He reveals peace. 
He illumines harmony. He rejoices in the absence of war. Christ was 
born for this—Christ was born for this.  

Reflect our faces in our enemies, so we will not strike. Let the light of 
Christ take the place of hate. Let his love replace fear. Let our trust in 
him lead us to that peaceful place. Christ was born for this—Christ was 
born for this. Let peace be born for all.  

Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People will begin with individuals and 
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groups, then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human 
family and the planet. 
You are invited to join in prayer and meditation as you close your eyes 
and imagine yourself held in God’s loving hands. Be aware of your 
current needs, known to you and the one who calls you by your name.  
Pause. 
God of my life, may I receive your love, peace, and healing. 
Pause. 
Imagine someone who is close to you being held in God’s loving hands. 
Perhaps this person is a good friend or someone with whom you are 
struggling. 
God of relationships, may this person receive your love, peace, and 
healing. 
Pause. 
Envision all the people of the world, every nation and tribe, every town 
and village. Imagine those that live in oneness, as well as those ravaged 
by war and violence.  
God of all peoples, may these communities receive your love, peace, 
and healing. We remember all nations, including Finland, the country 
we pray for today. 
Pause. 
Behold all that God has created. See the beauty of the Earth. Recognize 
the brokenness and destruction we have caused. Imagine all the beauty 
and the damage held in God’s loving hands. 
God of creation, may this planet receive your love, peace, and healing. 
Pause. 
May this spirit of peace and compassion for ourselves, others, all 
people, and the Earth remain alive in us this day. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
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Sending Forth 
Take the peace you have found today in this sacred space with you into 
the world—renewed and inspired to act. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/8/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

Iceland—map 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Iceland. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The 
“Temple [that] calls the entire church to become a sanctuary of Christ’s 
peace, where people from all nations, ethnicities, and life 
circumstances can be gathered into a spiritual home without dividing 
walls.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8c   
 

Iceland is in the North Atlantic Ocean. This Nordic island country is the 
most sparsely populated country in Europe. The island nation is known 
for its beautiful nature, wonderful food and inspiring art and culture. 
 

Scripture Reading—Romans 12:1-5 
I appeal to you therefore, brothers and sisters, by the mercies of God, 
to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, 
which is your spiritual worship.  Do not be conformed to this world, but 
be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may discern 
what is the will of God—what is good and acceptable and perfect. 
 
For by the grace given to me I say to everyone among you not to think 
of yourself more highly than you ought to think, but to think with sober 
judgment, each according to the measure of faith that God has 
assigned.  For as in one body we have many members, and not all the 
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members have the same function,  so we, who are many, are one body 
in Christ, and individually we are members one of another.  
 

Prayer for Peace 
Jane McDonald 

God of all humanity, 

As we unite in this time of worship and reflection, we take a few 
moments to pray for peace.  

In each of our lives there are neighbors, friends or family who have 
strife in their homes—help us work for peace. 

Many locations in our homeland and around the world have been 
touched by natural disasters and lives and livelihoods have been 
destroyed—help us work for peace. 

Large cities and small towns both have contentions among their citizens 
—help us work for peace. 

Nations stand again nation—for reasons of wealth and poverty, 
borders, power and greed—help us work for peace. 

Strengthen us, God, to be instruments of your peace.  

In the name of our brother, Jesus, we pray.  

Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 
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Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The context for our Prayers of the People begin with ourselves 
and move outward, in rippling waves to those we know and love, to 
strangers and enemies, to the entire world, to all of creation. 
Will you join with me in this time of prayer and meditation 
acknowledging your soul’s yearning for God’s presence and peace? 
Silently join your heart with God’s. 
Pause. 
O God of love, grant us your peace. We struggle with insecurities and 
fears, weighed down with issues that affect our sense of worth and 
wholeness. Grant us peace that calms the inner turmoil of our souls and 
affirms that we are beloved. 
Pause. 
O God of life, grant us your peace. We strive for relationships that are 
fair, equitable and filled with compassion, yet we often find ourselves 
enslaved in conflicts with others, even those we love. Grant us the 
strength to listen with our hearts first that we may grow in deeper 
connection with those whom we call friends, coworkers, neighbors, and 
family. 
Pause. 
O God of hope, grant us your peace. We have grown weary of the 
sounds of war, violence, oppression and diminishment of men, women 
and children, yet we fail to heed your urgent invitation to act for 
justice. Grant us the courage to extend our hands in acts of mercy, 
service, and peacemaking. We remember all nations, including Iceland, 
the country we pray for today. 
Pause. 
O God of all creation, grant us your peace. We understand that we are 
made of the same substance as all living things, yet fail to grasp your 
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vision of the sacredness of creation. Make us more aware and weave us 
into oneness. Grant us a glimpse of your love for creation in all its forms 
and the compassion to act in ways that respect and honor the genius of 
your universe. 
Pause. 
O God of peace, we offer ourselves as vessels of your grace and peace, 
so that from where we stand, waves of your loving presence will 
emanate to bless your world. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. 
Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Live simply. Value others. 

Honor the Earth. Walk in sacred footsteps. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/9/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

Norway—map 

Today in our prayers we remember the people of Norway. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The 
“Temple … an instrument of ongoing revelation in the life of the church. 
Its symbolism and ministries call people to reverence in the presence of 
the Divine Being. Transformative encounters with the Eternal Creator 
and Reconciler await those who follow its spiritual pathways of healing, 
reconciliation, peace, strengthening of faith, and knowledge.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8a 
 

Norway is on the western portion of the Scandinavian Peninsula and 
includes islands and an archipelago. Norway is bordered by Sweden, 
Finland, Russia, Denmark, and the North Atlantic Ocean and Barents 
Sea. Norway’s fjords, glaciers, mountains, and wildlife make Norway 
one of the most beautiful countries on Earth. 
 

Scripture Reading—Isaiah 58:11-12 
The Lord will guide you continually, and satisfy your needs in parched 
places, and make your bones strong; and you shall be like a watered 
garden, like a spring of water, whose waters never fail. 
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of 
many generations; you shall be called the repairer of the breach, the 
restorer of streets to live in. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Kathy McAdam 
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Creator of all, 

May peace lap at the edges of our restless minds as the tide laps at the 
shore. The peace of God will surround us gently and slowly. It will flood 
our souls and calm our ripples of restlessness. In quiet moments when 
our problems and fear creep in and invade our minds, may we let the 
rolling waves of God’s loving Spirit wash away our fears. May our 
problems be carried on the crest of our Creator’s Spirit. May we be 
refreshed and renewed by the surging waters of love that wash over us. 
God of the seas and the waves, and all creation, give us peace. 

Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
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then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and the planet. 
Allow yourself to come reverently into the presence of the Divine and 
please join with me in prayer. Transformative encounters await you 
here with the Eternal Creator and Reconciler. 
Pause. 
Creator God, cleanse our hearts. Accept the confession of our flaws and 
failures, and make us whole. Transform us, O God, into the persons of 
peace and grace you created us to be. 
Pause. 
Redeeming God, bring to our awareness those persons and 
relationships that are broken, and make us conscious of the need for 
reconciliation and forgiveness. Transform us for relationships of 
wholeness once again. 
Pause. 
Saving God, allow us to feel your love and concern for your children in 
communities around the world, far and near. We remember all nations, 
including Norway, the country we pray for today. May we weep with 
your tears and act with compassion to heal those who are suffering. 
Pause. 
God of all creation, stir within us a deep connection with everything 
you have created; make us aware of the sacred nature of all that 
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surrounds us and lead us into deep reverence that cultivates nurturing 
actions. 
Pause. 
May these prayers of concern, compassion, and transformation for 
ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth lead us into a world shaped 
by your unconditional love, O God. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Cherish inner peace. Honor relationships. 

Become communities of love, joy, hope, and peace. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/10/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

Sweden—map 

Gathering in Silence—Call to Prayer (9 chimes)—Lighting of Candle 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Sweden. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where we are 
called to, “above all else, strive to be faithful to Christ’s vision of the 
peaceable Kingdom of God on earth. Courageously challenge cultural, 
political, and religious trends that are contrary to the reconciling and 
restoring purposes of God. Pursue peace.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:3b 
 

Sweden is in Northern Europe. It borders Norway and Finland and is 
connected to Denmark by a bridge-tunnel. About 15 percent of Sweden 
lies north of the Arctic Circle. 
 

Scripture Reading—James 3:13, 17-18 
Who is wise and understanding among you? Show by your good life 
that your works are done with gentleness born of wisdom. But the 
wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, willing to 
yield, full of mercy and good fruits, without a trace of partiality or 
hypocrisy.  And a harvest of righteousness is sown in peace for those 
who make peace. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Darlene Caswell 

Our Gracious Lord and friend, 
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We seek you in the silence, because you speak to our hearts. We seek 
you in your magnificent world, because we have so much to learn. We 
seek you through all people, because we need to discover the ways of 
peace. We seek you in our work, because you call us to serve.  

Accept our praise for your gracious goodness. Bless our best desires 
and yearnings for peace as we are guided to discover your ways. 

We pray in the spirit of the Prince of Peace.   Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
then, enlarging life’s circle, move outward to include those we know 
and love, to strangers and enemies, to the entire world, and to all of 
creation. 
Will you pause for the next few moments in the quiet of this sanctuary, 
away from the worries of the world, to silently add your own thoughts 
and prayers to the prayers of the people? 
Pause. 
God of all time and space, I stand waiting for your peace to enter my 
broken and chaotic soul, just as you wait for me to pause long enough 
to breathe and simply be. May your peace fill the space that I now 
create with my breath and my being. Hear my often-impatient cry, “Be 
with me, O Prince of Peace, and make me whole.” 
Pause. 
Source of our being, we stand waiting for your peace to enter our 
broken and chaotic relationships, just as you wait for us to pause long 
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enough to invite you in. May your reconciling presence bring us to a 
point of apology and forgiveness, of offering and receiving, and unity. 
Hear our impatient cry, “Be with us, O Prince of Peace, and make us 
one.” 
Pause. 
Lord of all Earth’s people, the world stands waiting for your peace to 
calm the warring nations, to stem the tide of violence we inflict against 
one another, just as you wait for us to stop the madness long enough to 
see one another as family. We remember all nations, including Sweden, 
the country we pray for today. May your profound compassion for your 
children flow within us. Enable us to surrender our hatred and fear and 
be filled instead with your loving kindness and mercy. Hear our often-
impatient cry, “Be with our human family, O Prince of Peace, and make 
us one.” 
Pause. 
Creator of all, your creation stands waiting for your healing touch to 
restore all living things to oneness and wholeness, just as you wait for 
us to revere what you have given us as a sacred gift. May your generous 
offering of water, earth, air, and all that has life remind us of our 
physical and spiritual connection with everything that was, is, and will 
be. Help us honor our call as stewards of the Earth. Hear our impatient 
cry, “Be with our Earth, O Prince of Peace. Make all things one.” 
Pause. 
We ask for this blessing of your peace in and through Jesus Christ. 
Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Make every breath one of thanksgiving; 

Make every deed a channel of justice; 
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Make every thought a peaceful one; 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/11/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

South Africa—map 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of South Africa. 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space that “stand(s) 
as a towering symbol of a people who knew injustice and strife on the 
frontier and who now seek the peace of Jesus Christ throughout the 
world.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2b 
 

South Africa is in the southernmost tip of the continent of Africa. The 
country has a heart-wrenching history of apartheid as well as an 
immense sense of hope for the future. This diverse country is known as 
one of the continent’s best safari destinations as well as offering 
multiethnic cultures, languages, and religions. 
 

Scripture Reading—Romans 14:17-19 
For the kingdom of God is not food and drink but righteousness and 
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit. The one who thus serves Christ is 
acceptable to God and has human approval. Let us then pursue what 
makes for peace and for mutual upbuilding.  
 

Prayer for Peace 
Molly Bagley 

Gracious God and precious friend, 

Extend your peace throughout creation in flowing ribbons of love. Let 
all who seek you know your presence and be moved to greater acts of 
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peace in their communities. May they know your infinite tenderness 
and intimate friendship as they seek greater knowledge of you. Bring 
your presence to those struggling with loneliness and uncertainty, that 
they may understand your desire for their companionship and reach 
out to you in love. Be with those who feel weak and useless, that they 
would find strength in their trials and the confidence to share this 
strength with others.  

Above all, we pray that your peace, love, and grace would impress upon 
our hearts the desire to live in service to you. As we go forward from 
this sacred place, may we carry your peace and love with us to all the 
corners of the world. In Jesus’ most precious name we pray, Amen.   

—Influenced by the writings of Gertrude of Helfta, 

 a 13th century mystic/saint 

 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
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then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and, ultimately, the planet. 
Jesus Christ, the light of the world, invites you into his presence and his 
peace. Please allow yourself to breathe deeply and envision yourself in 
his all-embracing light as we share the prayers of the people. 
Pause. 
Radiant God, we come into your presence grateful for the light you 
have brought into the world; breathe your spirit into our very beings. 
May your love shine from within us as evidence that you continue to 
bless your creation with possibility and peace. 
Pause. 
Illuminating One, as we experience that light within us, help us radiate 
your love and light to those around us. May our friends, families, 
coworkers, and neighbors become aware of your light that emanates 
from within them as well, redeeming brokenness and creating peace. 
Pause. 
Light of the world, extend ever-increasing brightness within this circle 
of self and friends to those who live all around the world. We 
remember all nations, including South Africa, the country we pray for 
today. In places of darkness and hopelessness, may rays of your saving 
light break through and provide the way to hope and peace. 
Pause. 
Holy One, who created darkness and light, bless all your creation with 
the energy your light produces. Continue to sustain all forms of life—
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seen and unseen, for the welfare of your beloved creation. May the 
entire Earth be at peace. 
Pause. 
May the One who spoke light into darkness and substance out of the 
void hear our prayers. May the circle of light in which we live be 
enlarged to encompass all that was, and is, and is to be. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
As we depart in joy, 

Confront injustices, 

Be part of transformations toward peace, and 

Generate hope for the world. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/12/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Korea. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where you 
are invited to “Become a people of the Temple—those who see 
violence but proclaim peace, who feel conflict yet extend the hand of 
reconciliation, who encounter broken spirits and find pathways for 
healing.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2a 
 

Korea is in Northeast Asia. It consists of two distinct sovereign states: 
North Korea, known as the Demoratic People’s Republic of Korea and 
South Korea, officially the Republic of Korea. Located on the Korean 
Peninsula, Korea is bordered by China and Russia, and separated from 
Japan by the Korea Strait and East Sea. 
 

Scripture Reading—Matthew 5:21-37 
“You have heard that it was said to those of ancient times, ‘You shall 
not murder’; and ‘whoever murders shall be liable to judgment.’  But I 
say to you that if you are angry with a brother or sister, you will be 
liable to judgment; and if you insult a brother or sister, you will be liable 
to the council; and if you say, ‘You fool,’ you will be liable to the hell of 
fire.  So when you are offering your gift at the altar, if you remember 
that your brother or sister has something against you,  leave your gift 
there before the altar and go; first be reconciled to your brother or 
sister, and then come and offer your gift.  Come to terms quickly with 
your accuser while you are on the way to court with him, or your 
accuser may hand you over to the judge, and the judge to the guard, 
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and you will be thrown into prison.  Truly I tell you, you will never get 
out until you have paid the last penny. 
 
“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’  But I 
say to you that everyone who looks at a woman with lust has already 
committed adultery with her in his heart.  If your right eye causes you 
to sin, tear it out and throw it away; it is better for you to lose one of 
your members than for your whole body to be thrown into hell.  And if 
your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away; it is 
better for you to lose one of your members than for your whole body 
to go into hell. 
 
“It was also said, ‘Whoever divorces his wife, let him give her a 
certificate of divorce.’  But I say to you that anyone who divorces his 
wife, except on the ground of unchastity, causes her to commit 
adultery; and whoever marries a divorced woman commits adultery. 
 
“Again, you have heard that it was said to those of ancient times, ‘You 
shall not swear falsely, but carry out the vows you have made to the 
Lord.’  But I say to you, Do not swear at all, either by heaven, for it is 
the throne of God,  or by the earth, for it is his footstool, or by 
Jerusalem, for it is the city of the great King.  And do not swear by your 
head, for you cannot make one hair white or black.  Let your word be 
‘Yes, Yes’ or ‘No, No’; anything more than this comes from the evil one. 
 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Claire McDonald 

Our gracious and loving Heavenly Parent, 
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We come to you today with concerns for our world. Your children are at 
odds with one another and it is our desire to be the peacemakers 
among them. We know that peace can only exist where there is justice.  
And where great poverty exists alongside wealth there is injustice.  We 
know it is your desire that there is equality in your world—that the 
valleys will be exalted and the mountains made low as in Isaiah’s 
description of justice. We choose this justice. 

Help us to act as if we are already part of your Kingdom.  Help us to side 
with the poor, the meek, the hungry, those in need—the ones to whom 
Jesus promised His peace. We choose to respect all people as your 
children, listen to their stories, and respond to their needs. Let us 
remember that peace, like hate and anger, is a choice we make. We 
choose justice and peace. 

But we are only human and we need your constant guidance to be the 
peacemakers you have called us to be. So we claim the promise of the 
peace your Son brought—a peace the world cannot understand. When 
we carry this peace within us we see through the eyes of peace. We see 
your children as you see them. And we can love them in a different 
way, without judgment, without prejudice. We can love your way. 

Today we ask that you aid us in our choice to be at peace with all your 
children. We choose peace rather than conflict. We choose to imitate 
your son. 

In whose name we pray. Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 
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Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
then, enlarging life’s circle, move outward to include those we know 
and love, to strangers and enemies, to the entire world, and to all of 
creation.  
Please join with me in today’s prayer and meditation; quiet your 
breathing and embrace God’s eternal grace as you become aware of 
your own responses to the guided prayers of the people. 
Pause. 
God, you are the still point of the circle within which all creation is 
found. I yearn to connect with your spirit of peace and experience the 
companionship of your presence in this moment. May I abide in the 
center of creation’s circle with you? 
Pause. 
Creator of horizons, help us draw the circle wider to include those I 
know and love, and even those I struggle to understand and accept. Fill 
this circle with the gifts of forgiveness, mercy, compassion, and peace. 
Give us the desire to include all whose paths cross ours into a place 
where acceptance is offered freely. Draw our circle wider. 
Pause. 
Giver of dreams, let the peace we’ve dreamed of expand to embrace all 
your children. We remember all nations, including Korea, the country 
we pray for today. Within this circle may we see the other as brother 
and sister, and act as mutual stewards of one another. You call us to 
live without borders that exclude. Help us to draw the circle wider still. 
Pause. 
God of all living things, your world longs to be whole and in harmony. 
The dream of shalom includes caregiving for the water, earth, air and 
all that has life in one great family. You created us with 
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interdependencies. Give us mutual respect and tender care for all. Let 
this be our song: Nothing on your created Earth stands alone, but lives 
in shalom with all other living things. Draw the circle wide open. 
Pause. 
Architect of life and peace, may we be blessed by your vision of shalom 
this day. May our minds, hearts, and spirits be wide enough for all to 
find a home. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, God’s shalom. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
May blessings of peace 

Be realized today 

Through the Source, Savior, and Spirit. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/13/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Ireland. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace where 
“God is calling for a prophetic community to emerge, drawn from the 
nations of the world, that is characterized by uncommon devotion to 
the compassion and peace of God revealed in Jesus Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:11a 
 

Ireland is in the North Atlantic Ocean. This nation is the second-largest 
island of the British Isles and the third largest in Europe. Ireland is 
known for its history, culture and beauty. 
 

Scripture Reading—1 Corinthians 12:12-14, 26-27 
For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the 
members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. 
For in the one Spirit we were all baptized into one body—Jews or 
Greeks, slaves or free—and we were all made to drink of one Spirit. If 
one member suffers, all suffer together with it; if one member is 
honored, all rejoice together with it. Now you are the body of Christ 
and individually members of it. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Anonymous 

My God, as one of your beloved children, and as one who was born and 
raised on a small island in the middle of the immense Pacific Ocean, 

I am blessed by the beauty of your creation. 
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I feel an inner peace when I smell the perfume of multicolored flowers. 

The song of the wind in the trees brings me peace. 

I pray, O Lord, that my brothers and sisters may be filled with your 
peace. 

I pray, my Savior, that the entire creation find once again its majesty 

I pray, my Creator, that humanity become conscious of the sacred 
nature of your works. 

 

Peace for men, women and children 

Peace for the creatures in the sky, upon the earth and in the sea 

Peace for the flowers, the trees and the plants. 

Creator, I pray in a spirit of peace 

In the name of the Prince of Peace 

Your beloved Son. Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
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then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and the planet. 
Within all aspects of our lives and our world exist situations and 
conditions that need the healing touch of the Holy. Will you join with 
me to listen to the voice that speaks peace to each of us from beyond 
the farthest hills, from the infinite heavens above, and the vast seas 
below? 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that invites you to surrender your fears and 
frustrations, anger, and anxieties, and to await with an open heart the 
peace that only Christ can bring. Allow the one who seeks only the best 
for you to offer the comfort you seek. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that whispers the invitation to reconciliation with 
those whose lives, words, decisions, or actions have wounded you. May 
you find space in your heart for healing to occur in your relationships 
with brothers and sisters, as well as your enemies. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that calls all into unity and oneness. We remember 
all nations, including Ireland, the country we pray for today. May we be 
attuned to hear the cries for mercy, forgiveness and generosity. Listen 
to the one who reminds us that in the welfare of another resides our 
own well-being. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks 
anew in this moment. The Earth shudders in distress because creation’s 
natural and living systems are becoming exhausted from carrying the 
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burden of our greed and conflicts. Listen to creation which struggles to 
provide life to the seas, the hills, and the heavens above. 
Pause. 
May the one who spoke calm to the storm and stilled the waves with a 
word, bring peace to us and through us. May we be among those 
whose lives whisper, shout, and proclaim peace to those far and near 
for the sake of God’s shalom. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Be witnesses of hope, 

Shed tears for injustice, and 

Make a difference in the world. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 

2/14/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of the United Kingdom. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “Listen to 
the Voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in 
this moment. Listen to the Voice, for it cannot be stilled, and it calls you 
once again to the great and marvelous work of building the peaceable 
kingdom.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 162:1b 
 

The United Kingdom is in Western Europe. It is a constitutional 
monarchy that consists of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern 
Ireland. 
 

Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 161:6b 
Heed the urgent call to become a global family united in the name of 
the Christ, committed in love to one another, seeking the kingdom for 
which you yearn and to which you have always been summoned. That 
kingdom shall be a peaceable one and it shall be known as Zion.  
 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Donna Martinson   

Oh, Lord!  

Cold stiff mornings, frozen days and hard earth  

https://www.google.com/maps/place/United%20Kingdom
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Our bodies stiffen, spirits become rigid too  

Warm us and lengthen our gaze beyond the carefully laid brick  

Limber us into the shape of Jesus  

Stretch us to a count of forty  

For sorrow, death and suffering continue  

Keep us from easy trust in resurrection for others  

Take our hands and walk with us into dark alleys  

Of addiction, violence or cruel words  

All the places of forsakenness  

Where our own feet and hands may be pierced  

And raise us again in Peace. 

Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
move outward, in rippling waves to those we know and love, to 
strangers and enemies, to the entire world, to all of creation. We begin 
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by noticing our breathing. We breathe in spirit and exhale those things 
that separate us from you, O God. Breathe in. Breathe out. 
Please enter into the silence with me as we pray for peace 
remembering God’s promise to be with us and to work in us. Listen for 
the sound of the beloved’s voice. 
Pause.  
God of creation, in the beginning your breath moved over the waters 
and brought calm and peace to a chaotic world. Breathe into my being 
this day; bring respite to my frenzied soul. Refresh my frayed sense of 
self and bring alive my hope for peace through words and actions 
inspired by your spirit. Breathe on me, breath of God. 
Pause. 
God of reconciliation, 2,000 years ago you breathed and the word 
became flesh among us, teaching us the way of forgiveness, mercy, 
compassion and peace. Breathe into our relationships this day; allow us 
to enflesh the teachings of your Son within our family, friends, 
neighbors, and even our encounters with those we do not yet know. 
Breathe on us, breath of God. 
Pause. 
God of sacred community, your Holy Spirit seeks to blow through the 
discord, disruption, and disease of the world to bring healing and 
wholeness once again. We remember all nations, including United 
Kingdom, the country we pray for today. Remind us that many of your 
children lack the basic needs of life, including freedom, space to grow, 
and love to support them. Breathe on your people, breath of God. 
Pause. 
God of all, your planet is gasping for breath, heaving under the pressure 
and weight of unbridled consumption of resources and greed-driven 
destruction of your world. The Earth groans from forces of chaos that 
destroy what we have been given as a gift for all creation. Awaken us to 
our responsibilities to heal and bring peace to our earthly home. 
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Breathe once again over the waters, skies, land, and all that inhabit 
them, breath of God. 
Pause. 
May the awareness of our own breathing connect us to you, O God, 
and to all that lives because you create it, love it, and call it good. In and 
through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Be blessed this day with frustration at injustice. 

To motivate us to work for peace. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/15/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Turkey. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The Temple 
which is “dedicated to the pursuit of peace. …[and which] shall be for 
reconciliation and for healing of the spirit.”   “You are called to create 
pathways in the world for peace in Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 156:5a; 163:3a  
 

Turkey is in Eurasia and bordered by eight countries and three seas. The 
area of Turkey has been inhabited since the Paleolithic era. The 
Anatolian peninsula, comprising most of modern Turkey, is one of the 
oldest permanently settled regions in the world. 
 

Scripture Reading—Psalm 72:1-7 
Give the king your justice, O God, and your righteousness to a king’s 
son. May he judge your people with righteousness, and your poor with 
justice. May the mountains yield prosperity for the people, and the 
hills, in righteousness. May he defend the cause of the poor of the 
people, give deliverance to the needy, and crush the oppressor. May he 
live while the sun endures, and as long as the moon, throughout all 
generations. May he be like rain that falls on the mown grass, like 
showers that water the earth. In his days may righteousness flourish 
and peace abound, until the moon is no more. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Anonymous 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Turkey
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Gracious God, 

On this day we join our voices with the prophet Isaiah and say: 

Is not this the fast that we choose; to loose the bonds of injustice, 

to undo the thongs of the yoke,  

to let the oppressed go free,  

and to break every yoke? 

 

Is it not to share our bread with the hungry,  and bring the homeless 
poor into our houses; when we see the naked, to cover them…? 

 

Then we shall call, and You will answer; we shall cry for help, 

and You will say, Here I am. 

 

That’s all we ask: Hear us when we cry and help us find peace. 

In the name of Jesus we pray, Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People will begin with individuals and 
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groups, then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human 
family and the planet. 
You are invited to join in prayer and meditation as you close your eyes 
and imagine yourself held in God’s loving hands. Be aware of your 
current needs, known to you and the one who calls you by your name.  
Pause. 
God of my life, may I receive your love, peace, and healing. 
Pause. 
Imagine someone who is close to you being held in God’s loving hands. 
Perhaps this person is a good friend or someone with whom you are 
struggling. 
God of relationships, may this person receive your love, peace, and 
healing. 
Pause. 
Envision all the people of the world, every nation and tribe, every town 
and village. Imagine those that live in oneness, as well as those ravaged 
by war and violence.  
God of all peoples, may these communities receive your love, peace, 
and healing. We remember all nations, including Turkey, the country 
we pray for today. 
Pause. 
Behold all that God has created. See the beauty of the Earth. Recognize 
the brokenness and destruction we have caused. Imagine all the beauty 
and the damage held in God’s loving hands. 
God of creation, may this planet receive your love, peace, and healing. 
Pause. 
May this spirit of peace and compassion for ourselves, others, all 
people, and the Earth remain alive in us this day. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
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Sending Forth 
Take the peace you have found today in this sacred space with you into 
the world—renewed and inspired to act. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/16/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Cape Verde. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “The rise 
of Zion the beautiful, the peaceful reign of Christ, awaits your 
wholehearted response to the call to make and steadfastly hold to 
God’s covenant of peace in Jesus Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 164:9b 
 

Cape Verde is an island country off the northwest coast of Africa. It 
spans an archipelago of 10 volcanic islands in the central Atlantic 
Ocean. 
 

Scripture Reading—Colossian 3:12-17 
As God’s chosen ones, holy and beloved, clothe yourselves with 
compassion, kindness, humility, meekness, and patience.  Bear with 
one another and, if anyone has a complaint against another, forgive 
each other; just as the Lord has forgiven you, so you also must forgive.  
Above all, clothe yourselves with love, which binds everything together 
in perfect harmony.  And let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, to 
which indeed you were called in the one body. And be thankful.  Let the 
word of Christ dwell in you richly; teach and admonish one another in 
all wisdom; and with gratitude in your hearts sing psalms, hymns, and 
spiritual songs to God.  And whatever you do, in word or deed, do 
everything in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the 
Father through him. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
William C. Dawson  

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Cape%20Verde
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Great God, Sustainer of life,  

Who holds the world, and feels its strife,  

Who sees the human creation; all,  

And weeps when humankind starts to fall.  

 

Hold us, sustained by love above,  

Create within us your power and love,  

Lead us by revelation's power,  

May we see your vision for this hour.  

 

You hold the world in your hand,  

All creation is but sand,  

Running through this present time;  

Remake our human spirits sublime.  

 

With your grace, we seek to renew,  

With trust and faith, let us pursue,  

The calling yet held out to man,  

To bring your peace to all the land.  
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May we with humble voices pray,  

And seek thy presence here this day.  Amen. 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The context for our Prayers of the People begin with ourselves 
and move outward, in rippling waves to those we know and love, to 
strangers and enemies, to the entire world, to all of creation. 
Will you join with me in this time of prayer and meditation 
acknowledging your soul’s yearning for God’s presence and peace? 
Silently join your heart with God’s. 
Pause. 
O God of love, grant us your peace. We struggle with insecurities and 
fears, weighed down with issues that affect our sense of worth and 
wholeness. Grant us peace that calms the inner turmoil of our souls and 
affirms that we are beloved. 
Pause. 
O God of life, grant us your peace. We strive for relationships that are 
fair, equitable and filled with compassion, yet we often find ourselves 
enslaved in conflicts with others, even those we love. Grant us the 
strength to listen with our hearts first that we may grow in deeper 
connection with those whom we call friends, coworkers, neighbors, and 
family. 
Pause. 
O God of hope, grant us your peace. We have grown weary of the 
sounds of war, violence, oppression and diminishment of men, women 
and children, yet we fail to heed your urgent invitation to act for 
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justice. Grant us the courage to extend our hands in acts of mercy, 
service, and peacemaking. We remember all nations, including Cape 
Verde, the country we pray for today. 
Pause. 
O God of all creation, grant us your peace. We understand that we are 
made of the same substance as all living things, yet fail to grasp your 
vision of the sacredness of creation. Make us more aware and weave us 
into oneness. Grant us a glimpse of your love for creation in all its forms 
and the compassion to act in ways that respect and honor the genius of 
your universe. 
Pause. 
O God of peace, we offer ourselves as vessels of your grace and peace, 
so that from where we stand, waves of your loving presence will 
emanate to bless your world. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. 
Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Live simply. Value others. 

Honor the Earth. Walk in sacred footsteps. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/17/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

Monaco—map 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Monaco. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The 
“Temple [that] calls the entire church to become a sanctuary of Christ’s 
peace, where people from all nations, ethnicities, and life 
circumstances can be gathered into a spiritual home without dividing 
walls.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8c   
 

Officially the Principality of Monaco, this nation is on the French Riviera 
in Western Europe. Monaco has an area of only 2.02 km (less than one 
square mile) and a population of about 38,400. 
 

Scripture Reading—Job 22:21 
Agree with God, and be at peace; in this way good will come to you. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Anonymous 

O God who has given us this land to be stewards over, and for gifts in 
abundance that we might be mindful of your will and do our work well, 
we thank you.  We thank you, too, for generations of life together and 
the traditions that both bind us together and keep us alert to others' 
differences. 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Monaco
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We pray that all lands and all people may be productive, eager to learn 
and open hearted to strangers. 

Deliver us from violence, discord and confusion; from pride and 
arrogance, and from any other evil we might be tempted to perpetrate 
among ourselves or upon others. 

Make us eager to live our liberties freely and as those brought together 
from many places and with many languages, gladly and gently. 

Grant that leaders we elect, and those who rise to public esteem in 
other ways, may cultivate a keen sense of justice and be equally eager 
to seek peace where there is discord. 

Whatever times may bring, grant that we never lose our trust in you; 
through Jesus Christ our Lord.  

Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
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then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and the planet. 
Allow yourself to come reverently into the presence of the Divine and 
please join with me in prayer. Transformative encounters await you 
here with the Eternal Creator and Reconciler. 
Pause. 
Creator God, cleanse our hearts. Accept the confession of our flaws and 
failures, and make us whole. Transform us, O God, into the persons of 
peace and grace you created us to be. 
Pause. 
Redeeming God, bring to our awareness those persons and 
relationships that are broken, and make us conscious of the need for 
reconciliation and forgiveness. Transform us for relationships of 
wholeness once again. 
Pause. 
Saving God, allow us to feel your love and concern for your children in 
communities around the world, far and near. We remember all nations, 
including Monaco, the country we pray for today. May we weep with 
your tears and act with compassion to heal those who are suffering. 
Pause. 
God of all creation, stir within us a deep connection with everything 
you have created; make us aware of the sacred nature of all that 
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surrounds us and lead us into deep reverence that cultivates nurturing 
actions. 
Pause. 
May these prayers of concern, compassion, and transformation for 
ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth lead us into a world shaped 
by your unconditional love, O God. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Cherish inner peace. Honor relationships. 

Become communities of love, joy, hope, and peace. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/18/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Brazil. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The 
“Temple … an instrument of ongoing revelation in the life of the church. 
Its symbolism and ministries call people to reverence in the presence of 
the Divine Being. Transformative encounters with the Eternal Creator 
and Reconciler await those who follow its spiritual pathways of healing, 
reconciliation, peace, strengthening of faith, and knowledge.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8a 
 

Brazil is in South America. This large country stretches from the Amazon 
Basin in the north to vineyards and massive waterfalls in the south. 
Brazil is the largest country with Portuguese as an official language. 
 

Scripture Reading—3 Nephi 10:18 
“For the mountains shall depart and the hills be removed, but my 
kindness shall not depart from thee, neither shall the covenant of my 
peace be removed, saith For the mountains shall depart and the hills be 
removed, but my kindness shall not depart from thee, neither shall the 
covenant of my peace be removed, saith the Lord that hath mercy on 
thee. …” 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Danny Belrose 

 

Whirling, swirling skyward 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Brazil
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 —here, in this sacred space, we sense your Spirit, God, 

 —not because the other places where we walk, talk, 

   and live out our daily lives are less sacred. 

Every sanctuary, large or small, humble or ornate 

 —every living room, field, forest, mountain stream 

    dedicated to your praise and peace 

    awakens us to your presence. 

We come expectant. 

We come in search of you, of ourselves, 

 of those we know and do not know 

 who need to be blessed and to be your blessing. 

How many feet have journeyed 

 this Worshiper’s Path, God? 

How many faces, races, friends, families, strangers? 

Heads bowed in silence. 

Hearts filled with hope and anticipation. 

Upward. Inward. Slowly, reflectively, 

 winding their way into spiraling space. 

Bringing you here, meeting you here 

 —taking you with them, God. 
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Opening themselves, once again, 

 to your ever abiding presence at all corners of life. 

And somehow awakening to the wonder that they too 

 are your temple 

 —each, a living, loving sanctuary of peace, 

   reconciliation, and healing of the Spirit. 

May this shining symbol escape its footings and foundation. 

May it wander far and wide in crepe soles, 

 sandals, high-heels, bare-feet, and sneakers 

 —its walls wrapped in suits, saris, 

   shirts, and sundresses. 

Let its face be a rainbow of cultures, 

 young and old, weak and strong 

 —each a living sanctuary of Christ’s peace. 

And may those who never enter its doors, become its doors 

 welcoming all they meet with the  

 gift of grace and holy acceptance. 

In Jesus’s name we pray. Amen. 
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HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
then, enlarging life’s circle, move outward to include those we know 
and love, to strangers and enemies, to the entire world, and to all of 
creation. 
Will you pause for the next few moments in the quiet of this sanctuary, 
away from the worries of the world, to silently add your own thoughts 
and prayers to the prayers of the people? 
Pause. 
God of all time and space, I stand waiting for your peace to enter my 
broken and chaotic soul, just as you wait for me to pause long enough 
to breathe and simply be. May your peace fill the space that I now 
create with my breath and my being. Hear my often-impatient cry, “Be 
with me, O Prince of Peace, and make me whole.” 
Pause. 
Source of our being, we stand waiting for your peace to enter our 
broken and chaotic relationships, just as you wait for us to pause long 
enough to invite you in. May your reconciling presence bring us to a 
point of apology and forgiveness, of offering and receiving, and unity. 
Hear our impatient cry, “Be with us, O Prince of Peace, and make us 
one.” 
Pause. 
Lord of all Earth’s people, the world stands waiting for your peace to 
calm the warring nations, to stem the tide of violence we inflict against 
one another, just as you wait for us to stop the madness long enough to 
see one another as family. We remember all nations, including Brazil, 
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the country we pray for today. May your profound compassion for your 
children flow within us. Enable us to surrender our hatred and fear and 
be filled instead with your loving kindness and mercy. Hear our often-
impatient cry, “Be with our human family, O Prince of Peace, and make 
us one.” 
Pause. 
Creator of all, your creation stands waiting for your healing touch to 
restore all living things to oneness and wholeness, just as you wait for 
us to revere what you have given us as a sacred gift. May your generous 
offering of water, earth, air, and all that has life remind us of our 
physical and spiritual connection with everything that was, is, and will 
be. Help us honor our call as stewards of the Earth. Hear our impatient 
cry, “Be with our Earth, O Prince of Peace. Make all things one.” 
Pause. 
We ask for this blessing of your peace in and through Jesus Christ. 
Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Make every breath one of thanksgiving; 

Make every deed a channel of justice; 

Make every thought a peaceful one; 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/19/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Jordan. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where we are 
called to, “above all else, strive to be faithful to Christ’s vision of the 
peaceable Kingdom of God on earth. Courageously challenge cultural, 
political, and religious trends that are contrary to the reconciling and 
restoring purposes of God. Pursue peace.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:3b 
 

Jordan is in Western Asia on the East Bank of the Jordan River. It is 
bordered by Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Syria, Israel, Palestine, and the Dead 
and Red Seas. It is at the crossroads of Asia, Africa, and Europe. 
 

Scripture Reading—Matthew 17:1-9 
Six days later, Jesus took with him Peter and James and his brother 
John and led them up a high mountain, by themselves. And he was 
transfigured before them, and his face shone like the sun, and his 
clothes became dazzling white. Suddenly there appeared to them 
Moses and Elijah, talking with him. Then Peter said to Jesus, “Lord, it is 
good for us to be here; if you wish, I will make three dwellings here, 
one for you, one for Moses, and one for Elijah.” While he was still 
speaking, suddenly a bright cloud overshadowed them, and from the 
cloud a voice said, “This is my Son, the Beloved; with him I am well 
pleased; listen to him!” When the disciples heard this, they fell to the 
ground and were overcome by fear.  But Jesus came and touched them, 
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saying, “Get up and do not be afraid.” And when they looked up, they 
saw no one except Jesus himself alone. 
 
As they were coming down the mountain, Jesus ordered them, “Tell no 
one about the vision until after the Son of Man has been raised from 
the dead.”  
 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Janine Stockham 

 

Dear God, 

We gather together today united as one to pray for peace throughout 
the world. We ask that you be with us and guide us to show our 
compassion to all those we meet. 

Help us to not judge one another. Help us to be aware that we are 
human and make mistakes, and let us own up to those mistakes. Help 
us not fight and squabble about things that do not really matter, but 
show our true Christian spirit to the world so that we may be able to 
realize that we are truly blessed to have had your son Jesus Christ on 
Earth. You gave your only son so that all may be saved. 

Be with those that are frail or sick and their families. But most of all 
Dear Lord show us how we can support Peace here on Earth. Show us 
how to put others first. Guide us to be more Christ-like in our lives. We 
pray for peace this today.  Amen. 
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HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and, ultimately, the planet. 
Jesus Christ, the light of the world, invites you into his presence and his 
peace. Please allow yourself to breathe deeply and envision yourself in 
his all-embracing light as we share the prayers of the people. 
Pause. 
Radiant God, we come into your presence grateful for the light you 
have brought into the world; breathe your spirit into our very beings. 
May your love shine from within us as evidence that you continue to 
bless your creation with possibility and peace. 
Pause. 
Illuminating One, as we experience that light within us, help us radiate 
your love and light to those around us. May our friends, families, 
coworkers, and neighbors become aware of your light that emanates 
from within them as well, redeeming brokenness and creating peace. 
Pause. 
Light of the world, extend ever-increasing brightness within this circle 
of self and friends to those who live all around the world. We 
remember all nations, including Jordan, the country we pray for today. 
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In places of darkness and hopelessness, may rays of your saving light 
break through and provide the way to hope and peace. 
Pause. 
Holy One, who created darkness and light, bless all your creation with 
the energy your light produces. Continue to sustain all forms of life—
seen and unseen, for the welfare of your beloved creation. May the 
entire Earth be at peace. 
Pause. 
May the One who spoke light into darkness and substance out of the 
void hear our prayers. May the circle of light in which we live be 
enlarged to encompass all that was, and is, and is to be. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
As we depart in joy, 

Confront injustices, 

Be part of transformations toward peace, and 

Generate hope for the world. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/20/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Belgium. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space that “stand(s) 
as a towering symbol of a people who knew injustice and strife on the 
frontier and who now seek the peace of Jesus Christ throughout the 
world.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2b 
 

Belgium is in Western Europe. This nation shares borders with France, 
Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. 
 

Scripture Reading—Luke 4:16-19 
When he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, he went to 
the synagogue on the sabbath day, as was his custom. He stood up to 
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read,  and the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given to him. He unrolled 
the scroll and found the place where it was written: 
 
“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, 
    because he has anointed me 
        to bring good news to the poor. 
He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives 
    and recovery of sight to the blind, 
        to let the oppressed go free, 
to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.” 
 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Marvin J. Rice 

O God, our Creator, whose Spirit moved upon the face of creation and 
declared all things as good; O God, our Sustainer, whose Spirit moves 
among all the people of the Earth, "and art preserving us from day to 
day by lending us breath," we humbly approach thy throne at this 
moment to petition thee. 

May that same creating, sustaining Spirit grant us thy peace. 

Let the peace of thy Spirit reside in the hearts of people until there is no 
room for fear or hatred or doubt. 

Let the peace of thy Spirit reside in our homes until parents and 
children, brother and sister are filled with the desire to live in harmony 
and to uphold the worth of each family member. 
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Let the peace of thy Spirit live within us so we may become 
ambassadors of thy peace throughout all the world. 

And let the peace of thy Spirit always be abundant in this sanctuary and 
all places made sacred by your presence of peace.  May it touch the 
lives and hearts of all who enter, and may they leave with the sure 
knowledge that God is present in our lives and in our world. In the 
name of Jesus we pray.  Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
then, enlarging life’s circle, move outward to include those we know 
and love, to strangers and enemies, to the entire world, and to all of 
creation.  
Please join with me in today’s prayer and meditation; quiet your 
breathing and embrace God’s eternal grace as you become aware of 
your own responses to the guided prayers of the people. 
Pause.  
God, you are the still point of the circle within which all creation is 
found. I yearn to connect with your spirit of peace and experience the 
companionship of your presence in this moment. May I abide in the 
center of creation’s circle with you? 
Pause.  
Creator of horizons, help us draw the circle wider to include those I 
know and love, and even those I struggle to understand and accept. Fill 
this circle with the gifts of forgiveness, mercy, compassion, and peace. 
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Give us the desire to include all whose paths cross ours into a place 
where acceptance is offered freely. Draw our circle wider. 
Pause. 
Giver of dreams, let the peace we’ve dreamed of expand to embrace all 
your children. We remember all nations, including Belgium, the country 
we pray for today. Within this circle may we see the other as brother 
and sister, and act as mutual stewards of one another. You call us to 
live without borders that exclude. Help us to draw the circle wider still. 
Pause. 
God of all living things, your world longs to be whole and in harmony. 
The dream of shalom includes caregiving for the water, earth, air and 
all that has life in one great family. You created us with 
interdependencies. Give us mutual respect and tender care for all. Let 
this be our song: Nothing on your created Earth stands alone, but lives 
in shalom with all other living things. Draw the circle wide open. 
Pause. 
Architect of life and peace, may we be blessed by your vision of shalom 
this day. May our minds, hearts, and spirits be wide enough for all to 
find a home. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, God’s shalom. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
May blessings of peace 

Be realized today 

Through the Source, Savior, and Spirit. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/21/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Luxembourg. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where you 
are invited to “Become a people of the Temple—those who see 
violence but proclaim peace, who feel conflict yet extend the hand of 
reconciliation, who encounter broken spirits and find pathways for 
healing.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2a 
 

Luxembourg is in western Europe, landlocked between Belgium, 
Germany, and France. This is one the world’s top wealthiest nations— 
despite its wholesale destruction during World War II—and is known 
for its fairy tale-like beauty and charm. 
 

Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 156:5a 
The temple shall be dedicated to the pursuit of peace. It shall be for 
reconciliation and for healing of the spirit. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Ken Simpson 

Gracious and loving God, we have gathered as we live: in the name of 
our Lord and Savior, the Prince of Peace. 

We gather, in part, because the gentle touch of your Holy Spirit has, on 
occasion, brought to our daily existence a peace that has fulfilled the 
deepest longings of our troubled souls. 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Luxembourg
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We gather, seeking again that peace, not for ourselves only, but to 
better understand how we may become instruments of your peace:  to 
share with those who know you not, and are unaware that this peace 
will not only transform their lives, but is the power by which you desire 
to transform the powers of this world into the kingdom of your Eternal 
Presence. 

We gather in this place to symbolize our unity before you, and our 
willingness both to receive the blessing of your peace and to go forth as 
ambassadors for peace in your world to witness having been in your 
presence. 

We gather to acknowledge the many places which are beyond our 
personal stewardship, and to affirm our faith in the ministry of your 
Holy Spirit to respond in those places and in those ways to prepare 
both lives and nations for fuller expressions of your Divine Love. 

We gather to experience the strength of your presence and to go forth 
in that strength, to demonstrate the power of your peace in life, in 
word, and in deed. 

In the name of the One who is our peace, Christ Jesus, our Lord we 
pray.  Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
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of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and the planet. 
Within all aspects of our lives and our world exist situations and 
conditions that need the healing touch of the Holy. Will you join with 
me to listen to the voice that speaks peace to each of us from beyond 
the farthest hills, from the infinite heavens above, and the vast seas 
below? 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that invites you to surrender your fears and 
frustrations, anger, and anxieties, and to await with an open heart the 
peace that only Christ can bring. Allow the one who seeks only the best 
for you to offer the comfort you seek. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that whispers the invitation to reconciliation with 
those whose lives, words, decisions, or actions have wounded you. May 
you find space in your heart for healing to occur in your relationships 
with brothers and sisters, as well as your enemies. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that calls all into unity and oneness. We remember 
all nations, including Luxembourg, the country we pray for today. May 
we be attuned to hear the cries for mercy, forgiveness and generosity. 
Listen to the one who reminds us that in the welfare of another resides 
our own well-being. 
Pause. 
Listen to the voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks 
anew in this moment. The Earth shudders in distress because creation’s 
natural and living systems are becoming exhausted from carrying the 
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burden of our greed and conflicts. Listen to creation which struggles to 
provide life to the seas, the hills, and the heavens above. 
Pause. 
May the one who spoke calm to the storm and stilled the waves with a 
word, bring peace to us and through us. May we be among those 
whose lives whisper, shout, and proclaim peace to those far and near 
for the sake of God’s shalom. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Be witnesses of hope, 

Shed tears for injustice, and 

Make a difference in the world. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/22/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of The Netherlands. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace where 
“God is calling for a prophetic community to emerge, drawn from the 
nations of the world, that is characterized by uncommon devotion to 
the compassion and peace of God revealed in Jesus Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:11a 
 

The Netherlands is in Western Europe with three island territories in 
the Caribbean. 
 

Scripture Reading—Matthew 6:1-6, 16-21 (A,B,C) 
“Beware of practicing your piety before others in order to be seen by 
them; for then you have no reward from your Father in heaven. “So 
whenever you give alms, do not sound a trumpet before you, as the 
hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, so that they may be 
praised by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. But 
when you give alms, do not let your left hand know what your right 
hand is doing, so that your alms may be done in secret; and your Father 
who sees in secret will reward you.  
 
“And whenever you pray, do not be like the hypocrites; for they love to 
stand and pray in the synagogues and at the street corners, so that they 
may be seen by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. 
But whenever you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/The%20Netherlands
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to your Father who is in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will 
reward you.  
 
“And whenever you fast, do not look dismal, like the hypocrites, for 
they disfigure their faces so as to show others that they are fasting. 
Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. But when you fast, put 
oil on your head and wash your face, so that your fasting may be seen 
not by others but by your Father who is in secret; and your Father who 
sees in secret will reward you.  
 
“Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and 
rust consume and where thieves break in and steal; but store up for 
yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust consumes 
and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your treasure 
is, there your heart will be also. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Anneke Compier 

God, our source of peace, 

At this moment we come to you like many people around the world, to 
pray for peace. We pray for an inner peace that only you can give: an 
inner peace that will help us see others through your eyes. Only then 
will we not hate another anymore. Only then will we treat another as a 
person in whom we truly see you. We pray that we may be called your 
sons and daughters, that we might make a difference in our daily lives 
which we share with others.  

Help us find opportunities to speak for peace and work for peace. We 
also pray for peace for the countries which are at war right now.  
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God, I hope that we can learn from a saying of Erasmus who in the 16th 
century said: "If the name of the country has such a nature to create 
bonds between those who have a common country, why do not people 
resolve then that the Earth should become the country of all."   This is 
my prayer in Jesus' name.  Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
move outward, in rippling waves to those we know and love, to 
strangers and enemies, to the entire world, to all of creation. We begin 
by noticing our breathing. We breathe in spirit and exhale those things 
that separate us from you, O God. Breathe in. Breathe out. 
Please enter into the silence with me as we pray for peace 
remembering God’s promise to be with us and to work in us. Listen for 
the sound of the beloved’s voice. 
Pause. 
God of creation, in the beginning your breath moved over the waters 
and brought calm and peace to a chaotic world. Breathe into my being 
this day; bring respite to my frenzied soul. Refresh my frayed sense of 
self and bring alive my hope for peace through words and actions 
inspired by your spirit. Breathe on me, breath of God. 
Pause. 
God of reconciliation, 2,000 years ago you breathed and the word 
became flesh among us, teaching us the way of forgiveness, mercy, 
compassion and peace. Breathe into our relationships this day; allow us 
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to enflesh the teachings of your Son within our family, friends, 
neighbors, and even our encounters with those we do not yet know. 
Breathe on us, breath of God. 
Pause. 
God of sacred community, your Holy Spirit seeks to blow through the 
discord, disruption, and disease of the world to bring healing and 
wholeness once again. We remember all nations, including The 
Netherlands, the country we pray for today. Remind us that many of 
your children lack the basic needs of life, including freedom, space to 
grow, and love to support them. Breathe on your people, breath of 
God. 
Pause. 
God of all, your planet is gasping for breath, heaving under the pressure 
and weight of unbridled consumption of resources and greed-driven 
destruction of your world. The Earth groans from forces of chaos that 
destroy what we have been given as a gift for all creation. Awaken us to 
our responsibilities to heal and bring peace to our earthly home. 
Breathe once again over the waters, skies, land, and all that inhabit 
them, breath of God. 
Pause. 
May the awareness of our own breathing connect us to you, O God, 
and to all that lives because you create it, love it, and call it good. In and 
through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Be blessed this day with frustration at injustice. 

To motivate us to work for peace. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/23/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of France 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “Listen to 
the Voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in 
this moment. Listen to the Voice, for it cannot be stilled, and it calls you 
once again to the great and marvelous work of building the peaceable 
kingdom.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 162:1b 
 

France is in western Europe and several overseas regions and 
territories. France holds French Guiana on the South American 
continent and several island territories in the Atlantic, Pacific, and 
Indian oceans. France has a large number of decorated caves from the 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/France
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upper Palaeolithic era, including one of the most famous and best 
preserved from approximately 18,000 BC. 
 

Scripture Reading—Psalm 33:1-5 
Rejoice in the Lord, O you righteous. 
    Praise befits the upright. 
Praise the Lord with the lyre; 
    make melody to him with the harp of ten strings. 
Sing to him a new song; 
    play skillfully on the strings, with loud shouts. 
 
For the word of the Lord is upright, 
    and all his work is done in faithfulness. 
He loves righteousness and justice; 
    the earth is full of the steadfast love of the Lord. 
 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Mildred Jordan 

Our Loving Creator and Provider, 

We praise you for your loving kindness that extends to all inhabitants of 
the Earth, to every facet of your vast creation.   

We are aware of the great need for peace in numerous countries as 
well as our own.  Be with all leaders in every land that they may make 
wise decisions in dealing with their problems. Increase their 
understanding so that they may realize the value of compromise and 
reconciliation rather than force and violence. May they fully 
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comprehend your plan for all humankind and strive for peace among all 
nations. 

In the name of Your Dear Son, Jesus Christ, we ask it. Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People will begin with individuals and 
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groups, then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human 
family and the planet. 
You are invited to join in prayer and meditation as you close your eyes 
and imagine yourself held in God’s loving hands. Be aware of your 
current needs, known to you and the one who calls you by your name.  
Pause. 
God of my life, may I receive your love, peace, and healing. 
Pause. 
Imagine someone who is close to you being held in God’s loving hands. 
Perhaps this person is a good friend or someone with whom you are 
struggling. 
God of relationships, may this person receive your love, peace, and 
healing. 
Pause. 
Envision all the people of the world, every nation and tribe, every town 
and village. Imagine those that live in oneness, as well as those ravaged 
by war and violence.  
God of all peoples, may these communities receive your love, peace, 
and healing. We remember all nations, including France, the country 
we pray for today. 
Pause. 
Behold all that God has created. See the beauty of the Earth. Recognize 
the brokenness and destruction we have caused. Imagine all the beauty 
and the damage held in God’s loving hands. 
God of creation, may this planet receive your love, peace, and healing. 
Pause. 
May this spirit of peace and compassion for ourselves, others, all 
people, and the Earth remain alive in us this day. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
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Sending Forth 
Take the peace you have found today in this sacred space with you into 
the world—renewed and inspired to act. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/24/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

Canada—map 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Canada. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The Temple 
which is “dedicated to the pursuit of peace. …[and which] shall be for 
reconciliation and for healing of the spirit.”   “You are called to create 
pathways in the world for peace in Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 156:5a; 163:3a  
 

Today in our prayers we remember the people of Canada, located in 
North America. It extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the 
United States to the Arctic Ocean. Canada is home to the world’s 
northernmost settlement on the northern tip of Ellesmere Island. 
 

Scripture Reading—Isaiah 26:3 
Those of steadfast mind you keep in peace— 
    in peace because they trust in you. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
K. Hammond 

 

God of all, 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Canada
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Your people all over this Earth are looking.  We look up and see the 
same sky.  We look down and see the same Earth.  We look in and see 
the same desires.  We look out and see the same need.  We look to our 
past and see the same history rife with conflict and division.  We need 
your divine inspiration so we may all look to the future and see one 
vision of healing and forgiveness, of cooperation and interdependence, 
of love for one another.  Show us all the way to your peace.  Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The context for our Prayers of the People begin with ourselves 
and move outward, in rippling waves to those we know and love, to 
strangers and enemies, to the entire world, to all of creation. 
Will you join with me in this time of prayer and meditation 
acknowledging your soul’s yearning for God’s presence and peace? 
Silently join your heart with God’s. 
Pause. 
O God of love, grant us your peace. We struggle with insecurities and 
fears, weighed down with issues that affect our sense of worth and 
wholeness. Grant us peace that calms the inner turmoil of our souls and 
affirms that we are beloved. 
Pause. 
O God of life, grant us your peace. We strive for relationships that are 
fair, equitable and filled with compassion, yet we often find ourselves 
enslaved in conflicts with others, even those we love. Grant us the 
strength to listen with our hearts first that we may grow in deeper 
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connection with those whom we call friends, coworkers, neighbors, and 
family. 
Pause. 
O God of hope, grant us your peace. We have grown weary of the 
sounds of war, violence, oppression and diminishment of men, women 
and children, yet we fail to heed your urgent invitation to act for 
justice. Grant us the courage to extend our hands in acts of mercy, 
service, and peacemaking. We remember all nations, including Canada, 
the country we pray for today. 
Pause. 
O God of all creation, grant us your peace. We understand that we are 
made of the same substance as all living things, yet fail to grasp your 
vision of the sacredness of creation. Make us more aware and weave us 
into oneness. Grant us a glimpse of your love for creation in all its forms 
and the compassion to act in ways that respect and honor the genius of 
your universe. 
Pause. 
O God of peace, we offer ourselves as vessels of your grace and peace, 
so that from where we stand, waves of your loving presence will 
emanate to bless your world. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. 
Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Live simply. Value others. 

Honor the Earth. Walk in sacred footsteps. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/25/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

Belgium—map 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Belgium. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “The rise 
of Zion the beautiful, the peaceful reign of Christ, awaits your 
wholehearted response to the call to make and steadfastly hold to 
God’s covenant of peace in Jesus Christ.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 164:9b 
 

Belgium is in Western Europe. This nation shares borders with France, 
Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. 
 

Scripture Reading—Mosiah 2:24, adapted 
And you will not have a mind to injure one another, but to live 
peaceably, and to render to every man, according to that which is his 
due.  
 

Prayer for Peace 
Fred W. Winterton 

 

Gracious God, 

We are thankful for the access we have to you through the grace and 
reconciliation of your Son, Jesus Christ.  We thank you for the assurance 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Belgium
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of your continuing love and concern for us through the many trials and 
difficulties of our lives. 

As we entreat you for peace in our troubled world we are mindful of 
our many deeds of inhumanity to one another by which fear, insecurity, 
poverty and brokenness have become much of our human experience.  
We acknowledge these as symptoms of deeper emotional causes - as 
extensions of our inner conflicts. 

We recognize the need for repentance at personal and corporate levels, 
where we have so often ignored the principles of relationships you 
have ordained for our happiness.  We further recognize, that in 
petitioning you for peace, we have no rightful claim on your mediation 
in our troubles while we persist in denying to other persons the rights 
of freedom, acceptance, equality and social justice we jealously guard 
for ourselves, and which underline many of our problems. 

Our prayer is not that you will offset the just consequences of our sinful 
ways, but that you will open our eyes to the more peaceful pursuits of 
life, and engender in our hearts a more compassionate attitude toward 
the plight of those who are under-privileged and downtrodden. 

Assist also, those in roles of government throughout the world to affect 
the necessary reforms in political, economic, and social affairs which 
will lessen the tensions of war and hostility, and establish a world 
community based on respect for the rights of all. 

Moreover, may the peaceable presence of your Holy Spirit so rule in the 
inner courts of our lives that we will be living emissaries of peace for 
you in all the dimensions and interactions of our lives. 

This we ask in the name of your Son, Jesus Christ.  Amen. 
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HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and the planet. 
Allow yourself to come reverently into the presence of the Divine and 
please join with me in prayer. Transformative encounters await you 
here with the Eternal Creator and Reconciler. 
Pause. 
Creator God, cleanse our hearts. Accept the confession of our flaws and 
failures, and make us whole. Transform us, O God, into the persons of 
peace and grace you created us to be. 
Pause. 
Redeeming God, bring to our awareness those persons and 
relationships that are broken, and make us conscious of the need for 
reconciliation and forgiveness. Transform us for relationships of 
wholeness once again. 
Pause. 
Saving God, allow us to feel your love and concern for your children in 
communities around the world, far and near. We remember all nations, 
including Belgium, the country we pray for today. May we weep with 
your tears and act with compassion to heal those who are suffering. 
Pause. 
God of all creation, stir within us a deep connection with everything 
you have created; make us aware of the sacred nature of all that 
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surrounds us and lead us into deep reverence that cultivates nurturing 
actions. 
Pause. 
May these prayers of concern, compassion, and transformation for 
ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth lead us into a world shaped 
by your unconditional love, O God. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Cherish inner peace. Honor relationships. 

Become communities of love, joy, hope, and peace. 

Go in peace.  
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/26/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Peru. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The 
“Temple [that] calls the entire church to become a sanctuary of Christ’s 
peace, where people from all nations, ethnicities, and life 
circumstances can be gathered into a spiritual home without dividing 
walls.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8c   
 

Peru is in western South America, Peru is extremely biodiverse, with 
habitats including arid plains, Andes mountain peaks, and tropical 
rainforests. Peru was home to ancient cultures, including one of the 
oldest civilizations, dating to 3200 B.C. 
 

Scripture Reading—Matthew 4:1-11 
Then Jesus was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted 
by the devil.  He fasted forty days and forty nights, and afterwards he 
was famished.  The tempter came and said to him, “If you are the Son 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Peru
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of God, command these stones to become loaves of bread.”  But he 
answered, “It is written, 
‘One does not live by bread alone, 
    but by every word that comes from the mouth of God.’” 
 
Then the devil took him to the holy city and placed him on the pinnacle 
of the temple,  saying to him, “If you are the Son of God, throw yourself 
down; for it is written, 
‘He will command his angels concerning you,’ 
    and ‘On their hands they will bear you up, 
so that you will not dash your foot against a stone.’” 
 
Jesus said to him, “Again it is written, ‘Do not put the Lord your God to 
the test.’” 
 
Again, the devil took him to a very high mountain and showed him all 
the kingdoms of the world and their splendor;  and he said to him, “All 
these I will give you, if you will fall down and worship me.”  Jesus said 
to him, “Away with you, Satan! for it is written, 
 
‘Worship the Lord your God, 
    and serve only him.’” 
 
Then the devil left him, and suddenly angels came and waited on him. 
 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Anonymous 

Gracious and present God, 
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We have come to this place of worship seeking peace and rest.  Here, 
we are away from the forces in our world which are attempting to lead 
us into unnecessary conflict. 

We recognize in ourselves the passions and temptations that lead us 
into conflict rather than peace.  We desire peace, but we recognize, too 
often, we are a part of the problem rather than the solution. 

We recognize that Jesus Christ was sent into our world for this reason.  
He was a victim of violence, prejudice and misunderstanding, yet he 
was the Prince of Peace who brought hope and reconciliation into our 
world. 

Through God’s spirit we are called to become more like Jesus.  In our 
desire for peace in our world, may we learn to seek God’s blessing in 
our daily lives as we become disciples of Jesus Christ and ambassadors 
of peace in the world.   

In Christ’s name we pray.  Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
then, enlarging life’s circle, move outward to include those we know 
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and love, to strangers and enemies, to the entire world, and to all of 
creation. 
Will you pause for the next few moments in the quiet of this sanctuary, 
away from the worries of the world, to silently add your own thoughts 
and prayers to the prayers of the people? 
Pause. 
God of all time and space, I stand waiting for your peace to enter my 
broken and chaotic soul, just as you wait for me to pause long enough 
to breathe and simply be. May your peace fill the space that I now 
create with my breath and my being. Hear my often-impatient cry, “Be 
with me, O Prince of Peace, and make me whole.” 
Pause. 
Source of our being, we stand waiting for your peace to enter our 
broken and chaotic relationships, just as you wait for us to pause long 
enough to invite you in. May your reconciling presence bring us to a 
point of apology and forgiveness, of offering and receiving, and unity. 
Hear our impatient cry, “Be with us, O Prince of Peace, and make us 
one.” 
Pause. 
Lord of all Earth’s people, the world stands waiting for your peace to 
calm the warring nations, to stem the tide of violence we inflict against 
one another, just as you wait for us to stop the madness long enough to 
see one another as family. We remember all nations, including Peru, 
the country we pray for today. May your profound compassion for your 
children flow within us. Enable us to surrender our hatred and fear and 
be filled instead with your loving kindness and mercy. Hear our often-
impatient cry, “Be with our human family, O Prince of Peace, and make 
us one.” 
Pause. 
Creator of all, your creation stands waiting for your healing touch to 
restore all living things to oneness and wholeness, just as you wait for 
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us to revere what you have given us as a sacred gift. May your generous 
offering of water, earth, air, and all that has life remind us of our 
physical and spiritual connection with everything that was, is, and will 
be. Help us honor our call as stewards of the Earth. Hear our impatient 
cry, “Be with our Earth, O Prince of Peace. Make all things one.” 
Pause. 
We ask for this blessing of your peace in and through Jesus Christ. 
Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Make every breath one of thanksgiving; 

Make every deed a channel of justice; 

Make every thought a peaceful one; 

Go in peace. 
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Liechtenstein—map 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Liechtenstein. 

In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space that “stand(s) 
as a towering symbol of a people who knew injustice and strife on the 
frontier and who now seek the peace of Jesus Christ throughout the 
world.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2b 

Liechtenstein is in the Upper Rhine valley of the European Alps and is 
bordered by Austria and Switzerland. It is the fourth-smallest country in 
Europe with an area of just over 62 square miles (160 square 
kilometers) and an estimated population of 37,000. 

Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 161:1a 
Lift up your eyes and fix them on the place beyond the horizon to which 
you are sent. Journey in trust, assured that the great and marvelous 
work is for this time and for all time. 

Prayer for Peace 
VaLonna Walter  

Eternal God,  

We praise your holy name. We praise your omniscience. We praise you, 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. We praise your works of creation and your 
plan for human salvation.  

You are a God of peace and love, O Lord, but your people struggle in 
evil, ignorance, and moral decay. Hear our cries of distress and grant us 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Liechtenstein
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Liechtenstein
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the wisdom to know that you are the answer to our unrest. You are the 
life, the light, and the way. Lead your faithful courageously and 
tirelessly, in union with your Spirit, in spreading your gospel, witnessing 
of your truth, and being an example of your charity.  

May the people of our world be awakened to the grace you offer each 
one. May they be willing to open the doors of their hearts to invite you 
in, knowing that through you lies the only resource for peace. Through 
you and your righteousness teachings, we can end chaos, hunger, 
poverty, and pain. May they know that their and our solutions will arise 
easily and naturally out of a peaceful state—in Christ.  

In the name of the Prince of Peace.  

Amen. 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, 
then move out from this Temple of peace to include the human family 
and the planet. 

Within all aspects of our lives and our world exist situations and 
conditions that need the healing touch of the Holy. Will you join with 
me to listen to the voice that speaks peace to each of us from beyond 
the farthest hills, from the infinite heavens above, and the vast seas 
below? 
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Pause. 

Listen to the voice that invites you to surrender your fears and 
frustrations, anger, and anxieties, and to await with an open heart the 
peace that only Christ can bring. Allow the one who seeks only the best 
for you to offer the comfort you seek. 

Pause. 

Listen to the voice that whispers the invitation to reconciliation with 
those whose lives, words, decisions, or actions have wounded you. May 
you find space in your heart for healing to occur in your relationships 
with brothers and sisters, as well as your enemies. 

Pause. 

Listen to the voice that calls all into unity and oneness. We remember 
all nations, including Liechtenstein, the country we pray for today. May 
we be attuned to hear the cries for mercy, forgiveness and generosity. 
Listen to the one who reminds us that in the welfare of another resides 
our own well-being. 

Pause. 

Listen to the voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks 
anew in this moment. The Earth shudders in distress because creation’s 
natural and living systems are becoming exhausted from carrying the 
burden of our greed and conflicts. Listen to creation which struggles to 
provide life to the seas, the hills, and the heavens above. 

Pause. 
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May the one who spoke calm to the storm and stilled the waves with a 
word, bring peace to us and through us. May we be among those 
whose lives whisper, shout, and proclaim peace to those far and near 
for the sake of God’s shalom. Amen. 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
Be witnesses of hope, 

Shed tears for injustice, and 

Make a difference in the world. 

Go in peace. 
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Daily Prayer for Peace 
2/28/2023, 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 
Today in our prayers we remember the people of Malta. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where we are 
called to, “above all else, strive to be faithful to Christ’s vision of the 
peaceable Kingdom of God on earth. Courageously challenge cultural, 
political, and religious trends that are contrary to the reconciling and 
restoring purposes of God. Pursue peace.”  

—Doctrine and Covenants 163:3b 
 

Malta is on a Southern European island consisting of an archipelago in 
the Mediterranean Sea. It one of the world’s smallest and most densely 
populated countries. Malta has a long Christian legacy and, according to 
the book of Acts, Paul was once shipwrecked on Malta. 
 

Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 157:11 
Hear, O my people of the church, I am Jesus Christ of whom you have 
sung and testified and in whose name you pray. I am the spirit of love 
and peace which is in the world and yet not known by the world. 
 

Prayer for Peace 
Marie Ellithorpe 

 

Gracious God, 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Malta
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Walk with me.  Hold my hand.  Whisper in my ear.  Tell me your will.  
Open my heart and prepare my spirit.  Fill me.  Allow me to radiate the 
peaceful calm that is you. 

Let there be peace in my words, my thoughts, and my actions.  Let 
there be peace in my workplace, my church, and my home.  Let me 
bring that peace everywhere I go.  Weave it through my daily 
interactions.  May everyone I encounter today see your peace in me.  
Let them know your presence through me. 

Where there are harsh words, let them be dulled.  Where there are 
hard hearts, let them be softened.  Allow me to offer your grace freely 
to those in need of it.  Bring about your reconciliation. 

This I pray in Jesus’s name.  Amen. 

 

HYMN 

Choose a favorite hymn of peace and justice. 

Prayers of the People 
As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, 
you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments 
of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and 
then, enlarging life’s circle, move outward to include those we know 
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and love, to strangers and enemies, to the entire world, and to all of 
creation.  
Please join with me in today’s prayer and meditation; quiet your 
breathing and embrace God’s eternal grace as you become aware of 
your own responses to the guided prayers of the people. 
Pause. 
God, you are the still point of the circle within which all creation is 
found. I yearn to connect with your spirit of peace and experience the 
companionship of your presence in this moment. May I abide in the 
center of creation’s circle with you? 
Pause. 
Creator of horizons, help us draw the circle wider to include those I 
know and love, and even those I struggle to understand and accept. Fill 
this circle with the gifts of forgiveness, mercy, compassion, and peace. 
Give us the desire to include all whose paths cross ours into a place 
where acceptance is offered freely. Draw our circle wider. 
Pause. 
Giver of dreams, let the peace we’ve dreamed of expand to embrace all 
your children. We remember all nations, including Malta, the country 
we pray for today. Within this circle may we see the other as brother 
and sister, and act as mutual stewards of one another. You call us to 
live without borders that exclude. Help us to draw the circle wider still. 
Pause. 
God of all living things, your world longs to be whole and in harmony. 
The dream of shalom includes caregiving for the water, earth, air and 
all that has life in one great family. You created us with 
interdependencies. Give us mutual respect and tender care for all. Let 
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this be our song: Nothing on your created Earth stands alone, but lives 
in shalom with all other living things. Draw the circle wide open. 
Pause. 
Architect of life and peace, may we be blessed by your vision of shalom 
this day. May our minds, hearts, and spirits be wide enough for all to 
find a home. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, God’s shalom. Amen. 
 

Musical Reflection 
 
Sending Forth 
May blessings of peace 

Be realized today 

Through the Source, Savior, and Spirit. 

Go in peace. 

 


	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Morocco.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where we are called to, “above all else, strive to be faithful to Christ’s vision of the peaceable Kingdom of God on earth. Courageously challenge cultural, political, and religious trends that...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:3b
	Morocco is in North Africa. It is characterized by rugged mountains in its interior, large tracts of desert, and a lengthy coastline on the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. Morocco is a country of diversity, beauty,  history and hospitality.
	Scripture Reading—Psalm 15
	O Lord, who may abide in your tent?  Who may dwell on your holy hill?
	Those who walk blamelessly, and do what is right, and speak the truth from their heart; who do not slander with their tongue,  and do no evil to their friends,
	nor take up a reproach against their neighbors;
	in whose eyes the wicked are despised,
	but who honor those who fear the Lord;
	who stand by their oath even to their hurt;
	who do not lend money at interest,
	and do not take a bribe against the innocent.
	Those who do these things shall never be moved.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Allow yourself to come reverently into the presence of the Divine and please join with me in prayer. Transformative encounters await you here with the Eternal Creator and Reconciler.
	Pause.
	Creator God, cleanse our hearts. Accept the confession of our flaws and failures, and make us whole. Transform us, O God, into the persons of peace and grace you created us to be.
	Pause.
	Redeeming God, bring to our awareness those persons and relationships that are broken, and make us conscious of the need for reconciliation and forgiveness. Transform us for relationships of wholeness once again.
	Pause.
	Saving God, allow us to feel your love and concern for your children in communities around the world, far and near. We remember all nations, including Morocco, the country we pray for today. May we weep with your tears and act with compassion to heal ...
	Pause.
	God of all creation, stir within us a deep connection with everything you have created; make us aware of the sacred nature of all that surrounds us and lead us into deep reverence that cultivates nurturing actions.
	Pause.
	May these prayers of concern, compassion, and transformation for ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth lead us into a world shaped by your unconditional love, O God. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Tunisia.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space that “stand(s) as a towering symbol of a people who knew injustice and strife on the frontier and who now seek the peace of Jesus Christ throughout the world.”
	—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2b
	Tunisia is in the northernmost part of Africa. It is considered to be the only full democracy in the Arab World. Its inhabitants began farming the area from the Nile Valley to the Fertile Crescent region about 5,000 BC.
	Scripture Reading—1 Peter 3:10-12
	For “those who desire life and desire to see good days, let them keep their tongues from evil and their lips from speaking deceit; let them turn away from evil and do good; let them seek peace and pursue it. For the eyes of the Lord are on the righteo...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and then, enlarging life’s circle, move o...
	Will you pause for the next few moments in the quiet of this sanctuary, away from the worries of the world, to silently add your own thoughts and prayers to the prayers of the people?
	Pause.
	God of all time and space, I stand waiting for your peace to enter my broken and chaotic soul, just as you wait for me to pause long enough to breathe and simply be. May your peace fill the space that I now create with my breath and my being. Hear my ...
	Pause.
	Source of our being, we stand waiting for your peace to enter our broken and chaotic relationships, just as you wait for us to pause long enough to invite you in. May your reconciling presence bring us to a point of apology and forgiveness, of offerin...
	Pause.
	Lord of all Earth’s people, the world stands waiting for your peace to calm the warring nations, to stem the tide of violence we inflict against one another, just as you wait for us to stop the madness long enough to see one another as family. We reme...
	Pause.
	Creator of all, your creation stands waiting for your healing touch to restore all living things to oneness and wholeness, just as you wait for us to revere what you have given us as a sacred gift. May your generous offering of water, earth, air, and ...
	Pause.
	We ask for this blessing of your peace in and through Jesus Christ. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Italy.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where you are invited to “Become a people of the Temple—those who see violence but proclaim peace, who feel conflict yet extend the hand of reconciliation, who encounter broken spirits and find...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2a
	Italy is in the heart of the Mediterranean Sea. It shares open land borders with France, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, San Marino and Vatican City. The Renaissance began in Italy, bringing a renewed interest in humanism, science, exploration and art...
	Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 18:2n
	Learn of me, and listen to my words; walk in the meekness of my Spirit and you shall have peace in me.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Jesus Christ, the light of the world, invites you into his presence and his peace. Please allow yourself to breathe deeply and envision yourself in his all-embracing light as we share the prayers of the people.
	Pause.
	Radiant God, we come into your presence grateful for the light you have brought into the world; breathe your spirit into our very beings. May your love shine from within us as evidence that you continue to bless your creation with possibility and peace.
	Pause.
	Illuminating One, as we experience that light within us, help us radiate your love and light to those around us. May our friends, families, coworkers, and neighbors become aware of your light that emanates from within them as well, redeeming brokennes...
	Pause.
	Light of the world, extend ever-increasing brightness within this circle of self and friends to those who live all around the world. We remember all nations, including Italy, the country we pray for today. In places of darkness and hopelessness, may r...
	Pause.
	Holy One, who created darkness and light, bless all your creation with the energy your light produces. Continue to sustain all forms of life—seen and unseen, for the welfare of your beloved creation. May the entire Earth be at peace.
	Pause.
	May the One who spoke light into darkness and substance out of the void hear our prayers. May the circle of light in which we live be enlarged to encompass all that was, and is, and is to be. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Dominican Republic.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace where “God is calling for a prophetic community to emerge, drawn from the nations of the world, that is characterized by uncommon devotion to the compassion and peace of God revealed in Jes...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:11a
	The Dominican Republic is located in the Greater Antilles, occupying the eastern two thirds of the island of Hispaniola with Haiti occupying the remainder of the island. In 1492, Christopher Columbus landed on the island which the Taíno people had inh...
	Scripture Reading—Matthew 5:9
	“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God.”
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and then, enlarging life’s circle, move o...
	Please join with me in today’s prayer and meditation; quiet your breathing and embrace God’s eternal grace as you become aware of your own responses to the guided prayers of the people.
	Pause.
	God, you are the still point of the circle within which all creation is found. I yearn to connect with your spirit of peace and experience the companionship of your presence in this moment. May I abide in the center of creation’s circle with you?
	Pause.
	Creator of horizons, help us draw the circle wider to include those I know and love, and even those I struggle to understand and accept. Fill this circle with the gifts of forgiveness, mercy, compassion, and peace. Give us the desire to include all wh...
	Pause.
	Giver of dreams, let the peace we’ve dreamed of expand to embrace all your children. We remember all nations, including Dominican Republic, the country we pray for today. Within this circle may we see the other as brother and sister, and act as mutual...
	Pause.
	God of all living things, your world longs to be whole and in harmony. The dream of shalom includes caregiving for the water, earth, air and all that has life in one great family. You created us with interdependencies. Give us mutual respect and tende...
	Pause.
	Architect of life and peace, may we be blessed by your vision of shalom this day. May our minds, hearts, and spirits be wide enough for all to find a home. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, God’s shalom. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Singapore.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “Listen to the Voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in this moment. Listen to the Voice, for it cannot be stilled, and it calls you once again to the great and mar...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 162:1b
	Singapore is a sovereign city-state in Southeast Asia. It lies just north of the equator and has a tropical rainforest climate with no distinctive seasons.
	Scripture Reading—Matthew 5:13-20
	“You are the salt of the earth; but if salt has lost its taste, how can its saltiness be restored? It is no longer good for anything, but is thrown out and trampled under foot.
	“You are the light of the world. A city built on a hill cannot be hid.  No one after lighting a lamp puts it under the bushel basket, but on the lampstand, and it gives light to all in the house.  In the same way, let your light shine before others, s...
	“Do not think that I have come to abolish the law or the prophets; I have come not to abolish but to fulfill.  For truly I tell you, until heaven and earth pass away, not one letter, not one stroke of a letter, will pass from the law until all is acco...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Within all aspects of our lives and our world exist situations and conditions that need the healing touch of the Holy. Will you join with me to listen to the voice that speaks peace to each of us from beyond the farthest hills, from the infinite heave...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that invites you to surrender your fears and frustrations, anger, and anxieties, and to await with an open heart the peace that only Christ can bring. Allow the one who seeks only the best for you to offer the comfort you seek.
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that whispers the invitation to reconciliation with those whose lives, words, decisions, or actions have wounded you. May you find space in your heart for healing to occur in your relationships with brothers and sisters, as well as...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that calls all into unity and oneness. We remember all nations, including Singapore, the country we pray for today. May we be attuned to hear the cries for mercy, forgiveness and generosity. Listen to the one who reminds us that in...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in this moment. The Earth shudders in distress because creation’s natural and living systems are becoming exhausted from carrying the burden of our greed and conflicts. Listen...
	Pause.
	May the one who spoke calm to the storm and stilled the waves with a word, bring peace to us and through us. May we be among those whose lives whisper, shout, and proclaim peace to those far and near for the sake of God’s shalom. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Denmark—map
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Denmark.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The Temple which is “dedicated to the pursuit of peace. …[and which] shall be for reconciliation and for healing of the spirit.”   “You are called to create pathways in the world for peace i...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 156:5a; 163:3a
	Denmark is in Northern Europe, consisting of the peninsula of Jutland and 443 named islands, 74 of which are inhabited.
	Scripture Reading—Psalm 34:14
	Depart from evil, and do good; seek peace, and pursue it.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and move outward, in rippling waves to th...
	Please enter into the silence with me as we pray for peace remembering God’s promise to be with us and to work in us. Listen for the sound of the beloved’s voice.
	Pause.
	God of creation, in the beginning your breath moved over the waters and brought calm and peace to a chaotic world. Breathe into my being this day; bring respite to my frenzied soul. Refresh my frayed sense of self and bring alive my hope for peace thr...
	Pause.
	God of reconciliation, 2,000 years ago you breathed and the word became flesh among us, teaching us the way of forgiveness, mercy, compassion and peace. Breathe into our relationships this day; allow us to enflesh the teachings of your Son within our ...
	Pause.
	God of sacred community, your Holy Spirit seeks to blow through the discord, disruption, and disease of the world to bring healing and wholeness once again. We remember all nations, including Denmark, the country we pray for today. Remind us that many...
	Pause.
	God of all, your planet is gasping for breath, heaving under the pressure and weight of unbridled consumption of resources and greed-driven destruction of your world. The Earth groans from forces of chaos that destroy what we have been given as a gift...
	Pause.
	May the awareness of our own breathing connect us to you, O God, and to all that lives because you create it, love it, and call it good. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Finland.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “The rise of Zion the beautiful, the peaceful reign of Christ, awaits your wholehearted response to the call to make and steadfastly hold to God’s covenant of peace in Jesus Christ.”
	—Doctrine and Covenants 164:9b
	Finland is in Northern Europe bordering Sweden, Norway, and Russia. Nature’s most spectacular light show, the Aurora Borealis, can be seen from this beautiful land.
	Scripture Reading—Isaiah 58:6-10
	Is not this the fast that I choose:
	to loose the bonds of injustice,
	to undo the thongs of the yoke,
	to let the oppressed go free,
	and to break every yoke?
	Is it not to share your bread with the hungry,
	and bring the homeless poor into your house;
	when you see the naked, to cover them,
	and not to hide yourself from your own kin?
	Then your light shall break forth like the dawn,
	and your healing shall spring up quickly;
	your vindicator shall go before you,
	the glory of the Lord shall be your rear guard.
	Then you shall call, and the Lord will answer;
	you shall cry for help, and he will say, Here I am.
	If you remove the yoke from among you,
	the pointing of the finger, the speaking of evil,
	and if you spend yourselves in behalf of the hungry     and satisfy the needs of the oppressed, then your light will rise in the darkness,     and your night will become like the noonday.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People will begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple ...
	You are invited to join in prayer and meditation as you close your eyes and imagine yourself held in God’s loving hands. Be aware of your current needs, known to you and the one who calls you by your name.
	Pause.
	God of my life, may I receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	Imagine someone who is close to you being held in God’s loving hands. Perhaps this person is a good friend or someone with whom you are struggling.
	God of relationships, may this person receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	Envision all the people of the world, every nation and tribe, every town and village. Imagine those that live in oneness, as well as those ravaged by war and violence.
	God of all peoples, may these communities receive your love, peace, and healing. We remember all nations, including Finland, the country we pray for today.
	Pause.
	Behold all that God has created. See the beauty of the Earth. Recognize the brokenness and destruction we have caused. Imagine all the beauty and the damage held in God’s loving hands.
	God of creation, may this planet receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	May this spirit of peace and compassion for ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth remain alive in us this day. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth

	Iceland—map
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Iceland.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The “Temple [that] calls the entire church to become a sanctuary of Christ’s peace, where people from all nations, ethnicities, and life circumstances can be gathered into a spiritual home w...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8c
	Iceland is in the North Atlantic Ocean. This Nordic island country is the most sparsely populated country in Europe. The island nation is known for its beautiful nature, wonderful food and inspiring art and culture.
	Scripture Reading—Romans 12:1-5
	I appeal to you therefore, brothers and sisters, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship.  Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing o...
	For by the grace given to me I say to everyone among you not to think of yourself more highly than you ought to think, but to think with sober judgment, each according to the measure of faith that God has assigned.  For as in one body we have many mem...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The context for our Prayers of the People begin with ourselves and move outward, in rippling wave...
	Will you join with me in this time of prayer and meditation acknowledging your soul’s yearning for God’s presence and peace? Silently join your heart with God’s.
	Pause.
	O God of love, grant us your peace. We struggle with insecurities and fears, weighed down with issues that affect our sense of worth and wholeness. Grant us peace that calms the inner turmoil of our souls and affirms that we are beloved.
	Pause.
	O God of life, grant us your peace. We strive for relationships that are fair, equitable and filled with compassion, yet we often find ourselves enslaved in conflicts with others, even those we love. Grant us the strength to listen with our hearts fir...
	Pause.
	O God of hope, grant us your peace. We have grown weary of the sounds of war, violence, oppression and diminishment of men, women and children, yet we fail to heed your urgent invitation to act for justice. Grant us the courage to extend our hands in ...
	Pause.
	O God of all creation, grant us your peace. We understand that we are made of the same substance as all living things, yet fail to grasp your vision of the sacredness of creation. Make us more aware and weave us into oneness. Grant us a glimpse of you...
	Pause.
	O God of peace, we offer ourselves as vessels of your grace and peace, so that from where we stand, waves of your loving presence will emanate to bless your world. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth

	Norway—map
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Norway.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The “Temple … an instrument of ongoing revelation in the life of the church. Its symbolism and ministries call people to reverence in the presence of the Divine Being. Transformative encount...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8a
	Norway is on the western portion of the Scandinavian Peninsula and includes islands and an archipelago. Norway is bordered by Sweden, Finland, Russia, Denmark, and the North Atlantic Ocean and Barents Sea. Norway’s fjords, glaciers, mountains, and wil...
	Scripture Reading—Isaiah 58:11-12
	The Lord will guide you continually, and satisfy your needs in parched places, and make your bones strong; and you shall be like a watered garden, like a spring of water, whose waters never fail.
	Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many generations; you shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to live in.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Allow yourself to come reverently into the presence of the Divine and please join with me in prayer. Transformative encounters await you here with the Eternal Creator and Reconciler.
	Pause.
	Creator God, cleanse our hearts. Accept the confession of our flaws and failures, and make us whole. Transform us, O God, into the persons of peace and grace you created us to be.
	Pause.
	Redeeming God, bring to our awareness those persons and relationships that are broken, and make us conscious of the need for reconciliation and forgiveness. Transform us for relationships of wholeness once again.
	Pause.
	Saving God, allow us to feel your love and concern for your children in communities around the world, far and near. We remember all nations, including Norway, the country we pray for today. May we weep with your tears and act with compassion to heal t...
	Pause.
	God of all creation, stir within us a deep connection with everything you have created; make us aware of the sacred nature of all that surrounds us and lead us into deep reverence that cultivates nurturing actions.
	Pause.
	May these prayers of concern, compassion, and transformation for ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth lead us into a world shaped by your unconditional love, O God. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth

	Sweden—map
	Gathering in Silence—Call to Prayer (9 chimes)—Lighting of Candle
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Sweden.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where we are called to, “above all else, strive to be faithful to Christ’s vision of the peaceable Kingdom of God on earth. Courageously challenge cultural, political, and religious trends that...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:3b
	Sweden is in Northern Europe. It borders Norway and Finland and is connected to Denmark by a bridge-tunnel. About 15 percent of Sweden lies north of the Arctic Circle.
	Scripture Reading—James 3:13, 17-18
	Who is wise and understanding among you? Show by your good life that your works are done with gentleness born of wisdom. But the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and good fruits, without a trace ...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and then, enlarging life’s circle, move o...
	Will you pause for the next few moments in the quiet of this sanctuary, away from the worries of the world, to silently add your own thoughts and prayers to the prayers of the people?
	Pause.
	God of all time and space, I stand waiting for your peace to enter my broken and chaotic soul, just as you wait for me to pause long enough to breathe and simply be. May your peace fill the space that I now create with my breath and my being. Hear my ...
	Pause.
	Source of our being, we stand waiting for your peace to enter our broken and chaotic relationships, just as you wait for us to pause long enough to invite you in. May your reconciling presence bring us to a point of apology and forgiveness, of offerin...
	Pause.
	Lord of all Earth’s people, the world stands waiting for your peace to calm the warring nations, to stem the tide of violence we inflict against one another, just as you wait for us to stop the madness long enough to see one another as family. We reme...
	Pause.
	Creator of all, your creation stands waiting for your healing touch to restore all living things to oneness and wholeness, just as you wait for us to revere what you have given us as a sacred gift. May your generous offering of water, earth, air, and ...
	Pause.
	We ask for this blessing of your peace in and through Jesus Christ. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth

	South Africa—map
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of South Africa.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space that “stand(s) as a towering symbol of a people who knew injustice and strife on the frontier and who now seek the peace of Jesus Christ throughout the world.”
	—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2b
	South Africa is in the southernmost tip of the continent of Africa. The country has a heart-wrenching history of apartheid as well as an immense sense of hope for the future. This diverse country is known as one of the continent’s best safari destinat...
	Scripture Reading—Romans 14:17-19
	For the kingdom of God is not food and drink but righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit. The one who thus serves Christ is acceptable to God and has human approval. Let us then pursue what makes for peace and for mutual upbuilding.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Jesus Christ, the light of the world, invites you into his presence and his peace. Please allow yourself to breathe deeply and envision yourself in his all-embracing light as we share the prayers of the people.
	Pause.
	Radiant God, we come into your presence grateful for the light you have brought into the world; breathe your spirit into our very beings. May your love shine from within us as evidence that you continue to bless your creation with possibility and peace.
	Pause.
	Illuminating One, as we experience that light within us, help us radiate your love and light to those around us. May our friends, families, coworkers, and neighbors become aware of your light that emanates from within them as well, redeeming brokennes...
	Pause.
	Light of the world, extend ever-increasing brightness within this circle of self and friends to those who live all around the world. We remember all nations, including South Africa, the country we pray for today. In places of darkness and hopelessness...
	Pause.
	Holy One, who created darkness and light, bless all your creation with the energy your light produces. Continue to sustain all forms of life—seen and unseen, for the welfare of your beloved creation. May the entire Earth be at peace.
	Pause.
	May the One who spoke light into darkness and substance out of the void hear our prayers. May the circle of light in which we live be enlarged to encompass all that was, and is, and is to be. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Korea.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where you are invited to “Become a people of the Temple—those who see violence but proclaim peace, who feel conflict yet extend the hand of reconciliation, who encounter broken spirits and find...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2a
	Korea is in Northeast Asia. It consists of two distinct sovereign states: North Korea, known as the Demoratic People’s Republic of Korea and South Korea, officially the Republic of Korea. Located on the Korean Peninsula, Korea is bordered by China and...
	Scripture Reading—Matthew 5:21-37
	“You have heard that it was said to those of ancient times, ‘You shall not murder’; and ‘whoever murders shall be liable to judgment.’  But I say to you that if you are angry with a brother or sister, you will be liable to judgment; and if you insult ...
	“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’  But I say to you that everyone who looks at a woman with lust has already committed adultery with her in his heart.  If your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it away...
	“It was also said, ‘Whoever divorces his wife, let him give her a certificate of divorce.’  But I say to you that anyone who divorces his wife, except on the ground of unchastity, causes her to commit adultery; and whoever marries a divorced woman com...
	“Again, you have heard that it was said to those of ancient times, ‘You shall not swear falsely, but carry out the vows you have made to the Lord.’  But I say to you, Do not swear at all, either by heaven, for it is the throne of God,  or by the earth...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and then, enlarging life’s circle, move o...
	Please join with me in today’s prayer and meditation; quiet your breathing and embrace God’s eternal grace as you become aware of your own responses to the guided prayers of the people.
	Pause.
	God, you are the still point of the circle within which all creation is found. I yearn to connect with your spirit of peace and experience the companionship of your presence in this moment. May I abide in the center of creation’s circle with you?
	Pause.
	Creator of horizons, help us draw the circle wider to include those I know and love, and even those I struggle to understand and accept. Fill this circle with the gifts of forgiveness, mercy, compassion, and peace. Give us the desire to include all wh...
	Pause.
	Giver of dreams, let the peace we’ve dreamed of expand to embrace all your children. We remember all nations, including Korea, the country we pray for today. Within this circle may we see the other as brother and sister, and act as mutual stewards of ...
	Pause.
	God of all living things, your world longs to be whole and in harmony. The dream of shalom includes caregiving for the water, earth, air and all that has life in one great family. You created us with interdependencies. Give us mutual respect and tende...
	Pause.
	Architect of life and peace, may we be blessed by your vision of shalom this day. May our minds, hearts, and spirits be wide enough for all to find a home. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, God’s shalom. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Ireland.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace where “God is calling for a prophetic community to emerge, drawn from the nations of the world, that is characterized by uncommon devotion to the compassion and peace of God revealed in Jes...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:11a
	Ireland is in the North Atlantic Ocean. This nation is the second-largest island of the British Isles and the third largest in Europe. Ireland is known for its history, culture and beauty.
	Scripture Reading—1 Corinthians 12:12-14, 26-27
	For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. For in the one Spirit we were all baptized into one body—Jews or Greeks, slaves or free—and we were all made to drink o...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Within all aspects of our lives and our world exist situations and conditions that need the healing touch of the Holy. Will you join with me to listen to the voice that speaks peace to each of us from beyond the farthest hills, from the infinite heave...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that invites you to surrender your fears and frustrations, anger, and anxieties, and to await with an open heart the peace that only Christ can bring. Allow the one who seeks only the best for you to offer the comfort you seek.
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that whispers the invitation to reconciliation with those whose lives, words, decisions, or actions have wounded you. May you find space in your heart for healing to occur in your relationships with brothers and sisters, as well as...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that calls all into unity and oneness. We remember all nations, including Ireland, the country we pray for today. May we be attuned to hear the cries for mercy, forgiveness and generosity. Listen to the one who reminds us that in t...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in this moment. The Earth shudders in distress because creation’s natural and living systems are becoming exhausted from carrying the burden of our greed and conflicts. Listen...
	Pause.
	May the one who spoke calm to the storm and stilled the waves with a word, bring peace to us and through us. May we be among those whose lives whisper, shout, and proclaim peace to those far and near for the sake of God’s shalom. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of the United Kingdom.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “Listen to the Voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in this moment. Listen to the Voice, for it cannot be stilled, and it calls you once again to the great and mar...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 162:1b
	The United Kingdom is in Western Europe. It is a constitutional monarchy that consists of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.
	Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 161:6b
	Heed the urgent call to become a global family united in the name of the Christ, committed in love to one another, seeking the kingdom for which you yearn and to which you have always been summoned. That kingdom shall be a peaceable one and it shall b...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and move outward, in rippling waves to th...
	Please enter into the silence with me as we pray for peace remembering God’s promise to be with us and to work in us. Listen for the sound of the beloved’s voice.
	Pause.
	God of creation, in the beginning your breath moved over the waters and brought calm and peace to a chaotic world. Breathe into my being this day; bring respite to my frenzied soul. Refresh my frayed sense of self and bring alive my hope for peace thr...
	Pause.
	God of reconciliation, 2,000 years ago you breathed and the word became flesh among us, teaching us the way of forgiveness, mercy, compassion and peace. Breathe into our relationships this day; allow us to enflesh the teachings of your Son within our ...
	Pause.
	God of sacred community, your Holy Spirit seeks to blow through the discord, disruption, and disease of the world to bring healing and wholeness once again. We remember all nations, including United Kingdom, the country we pray for today. Remind us th...
	Pause.
	God of all, your planet is gasping for breath, heaving under the pressure and weight of unbridled consumption of resources and greed-driven destruction of your world. The Earth groans from forces of chaos that destroy what we have been given as a gift...
	Pause.
	May the awareness of our own breathing connect us to you, O God, and to all that lives because you create it, love it, and call it good. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Turkey.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The Temple which is “dedicated to the pursuit of peace. …[and which] shall be for reconciliation and for healing of the spirit.”   “You are called to create pathways in the world for peace i...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 156:5a; 163:3a
	Turkey is in Eurasia and bordered by eight countries and three seas. The area of Turkey has been inhabited since the Paleolithic era. The Anatolian peninsula, comprising most of modern Turkey, is one of the oldest permanently settled regions in the wo...
	Scripture Reading—Psalm 72:1-7
	Give the king your justice, O God, and your righteousness to a king’s son. May he judge your people with righteousness, and your poor with justice. May the mountains yield prosperity for the people, and the hills, in righteousness. May he defend the c...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People will begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple ...
	You are invited to join in prayer and meditation as you close your eyes and imagine yourself held in God’s loving hands. Be aware of your current needs, known to you and the one who calls you by your name.
	Pause.
	God of my life, may I receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	Imagine someone who is close to you being held in God’s loving hands. Perhaps this person is a good friend or someone with whom you are struggling.
	God of relationships, may this person receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	Envision all the people of the world, every nation and tribe, every town and village. Imagine those that live in oneness, as well as those ravaged by war and violence.
	God of all peoples, may these communities receive your love, peace, and healing. We remember all nations, including Turkey, the country we pray for today.
	Pause.
	Behold all that God has created. See the beauty of the Earth. Recognize the brokenness and destruction we have caused. Imagine all the beauty and the damage held in God’s loving hands.
	God of creation, may this planet receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	May this spirit of peace and compassion for ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth remain alive in us this day. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Cape Verde.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “The rise of Zion the beautiful, the peaceful reign of Christ, awaits your wholehearted response to the call to make and steadfastly hold to God’s covenant of peace in Jesus Christ.”
	—Doctrine and Covenants 164:9b
	Cape Verde is an island country off the northwest coast of Africa. It spans an archipelago of 10 volcanic islands in the central Atlantic Ocean.
	Scripture Reading—Colossian 3:12-17
	As God’s chosen ones, holy and beloved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, meekness, and patience.  Bear with one another and, if anyone has a complaint against another, forgive each other; just as the Lord has forgiven you, so you...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The context for our Prayers of the People begin with ourselves and move outward, in rippling wave...
	Will you join with me in this time of prayer and meditation acknowledging your soul’s yearning for God’s presence and peace? Silently join your heart with God’s.
	Pause.
	O God of love, grant us your peace. We struggle with insecurities and fears, weighed down with issues that affect our sense of worth and wholeness. Grant us peace that calms the inner turmoil of our souls and affirms that we are beloved.
	Pause.
	O God of life, grant us your peace. We strive for relationships that are fair, equitable and filled with compassion, yet we often find ourselves enslaved in conflicts with others, even those we love. Grant us the strength to listen with our hearts fir...
	Pause.
	O God of hope, grant us your peace. We have grown weary of the sounds of war, violence, oppression and diminishment of men, women and children, yet we fail to heed your urgent invitation to act for justice. Grant us the courage to extend our hands in ...
	Pause.
	O God of all creation, grant us your peace. We understand that we are made of the same substance as all living things, yet fail to grasp your vision of the sacredness of creation. Make us more aware and weave us into oneness. Grant us a glimpse of you...
	Pause.
	O God of peace, we offer ourselves as vessels of your grace and peace, so that from where we stand, waves of your loving presence will emanate to bless your world. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth

	Monaco—map
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Monaco.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The “Temple [that] calls the entire church to become a sanctuary of Christ’s peace, where people from all nations, ethnicities, and life circumstances can be gathered into a spiritual home w...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8c
	Officially the Principality of Monaco, this nation is on the French Riviera in Western Europe. Monaco has an area of only 2.02 km (less than one square mile) and a population of about 38,400.
	Scripture Reading—Job 22:21
	Agree with God, and be at peace; in this way good will come to you.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Allow yourself to come reverently into the presence of the Divine and please join with me in prayer. Transformative encounters await you here with the Eternal Creator and Reconciler.
	Pause.
	Creator God, cleanse our hearts. Accept the confession of our flaws and failures, and make us whole. Transform us, O God, into the persons of peace and grace you created us to be.
	Pause.
	Redeeming God, bring to our awareness those persons and relationships that are broken, and make us conscious of the need for reconciliation and forgiveness. Transform us for relationships of wholeness once again.
	Pause.
	Saving God, allow us to feel your love and concern for your children in communities around the world, far and near. We remember all nations, including Monaco, the country we pray for today. May we weep with your tears and act with compassion to heal t...
	Pause.
	God of all creation, stir within us a deep connection with everything you have created; make us aware of the sacred nature of all that surrounds us and lead us into deep reverence that cultivates nurturing actions.
	Pause.
	May these prayers of concern, compassion, and transformation for ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth lead us into a world shaped by your unconditional love, O God. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Brazil.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The “Temple … an instrument of ongoing revelation in the life of the church. Its symbolism and ministries call people to reverence in the presence of the Divine Being. Transformative encount...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8a
	Brazil is in South America. This large country stretches from the Amazon Basin in the north to vineyards and massive waterfalls in the south. Brazil is the largest country with Portuguese as an official language.
	Scripture Reading—3 Nephi 10:18
	“For the mountains shall depart and the hills be removed, but my kindness shall not depart from thee, neither shall the covenant of my peace be removed, saith For the mountains shall depart and the hills be removed, but my kindness shall not depart fr...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and then, enlarging life’s circle, move o...
	Will you pause for the next few moments in the quiet of this sanctuary, away from the worries of the world, to silently add your own thoughts and prayers to the prayers of the people?
	Pause.
	God of all time and space, I stand waiting for your peace to enter my broken and chaotic soul, just as you wait for me to pause long enough to breathe and simply be. May your peace fill the space that I now create with my breath and my being. Hear my ...
	Pause.
	Source of our being, we stand waiting for your peace to enter our broken and chaotic relationships, just as you wait for us to pause long enough to invite you in. May your reconciling presence bring us to a point of apology and forgiveness, of offerin...
	Pause.
	Lord of all Earth’s people, the world stands waiting for your peace to calm the warring nations, to stem the tide of violence we inflict against one another, just as you wait for us to stop the madness long enough to see one another as family. We reme...
	Pause.
	Creator of all, your creation stands waiting for your healing touch to restore all living things to oneness and wholeness, just as you wait for us to revere what you have given us as a sacred gift. May your generous offering of water, earth, air, and ...
	Pause.
	We ask for this blessing of your peace in and through Jesus Christ. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Jordan.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where we are called to, “above all else, strive to be faithful to Christ’s vision of the peaceable Kingdom of God on earth. Courageously challenge cultural, political, and religious trends that...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:3b
	Jordan is in Western Asia on the East Bank of the Jordan River. It is bordered by Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Syria, Israel, Palestine, and the Dead and Red Seas. It is at the crossroads of Asia, Africa, and Europe.
	Scripture Reading—Matthew 17:1-9
	Six days later, Jesus took with him Peter and James and his brother John and led them up a high mountain, by themselves. And he was transfigured before them, and his face shone like the sun, and his clothes became dazzling white. Suddenly there appear...
	As they were coming down the mountain, Jesus ordered them, “Tell no one about the vision until after the Son of Man has been raised from the dead.”
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Jesus Christ, the light of the world, invites you into his presence and his peace. Please allow yourself to breathe deeply and envision yourself in his all-embracing light as we share the prayers of the people.
	Pause.
	Radiant God, we come into your presence grateful for the light you have brought into the world; breathe your spirit into our very beings. May your love shine from within us as evidence that you continue to bless your creation with possibility and peace.
	Pause.
	Illuminating One, as we experience that light within us, help us radiate your love and light to those around us. May our friends, families, coworkers, and neighbors become aware of your light that emanates from within them as well, redeeming brokennes...
	Pause.
	Light of the world, extend ever-increasing brightness within this circle of self and friends to those who live all around the world. We remember all nations, including Jordan, the country we pray for today. In places of darkness and hopelessness, may ...
	Pause.
	Holy One, who created darkness and light, bless all your creation with the energy your light produces. Continue to sustain all forms of life—seen and unseen, for the welfare of your beloved creation. May the entire Earth be at peace.
	Pause.
	May the One who spoke light into darkness and substance out of the void hear our prayers. May the circle of light in which we live be enlarged to encompass all that was, and is, and is to be. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Belgium.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space that “stand(s) as a towering symbol of a people who knew injustice and strife on the frontier and who now seek the peace of Jesus Christ throughout the world.”
	—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2b
	Belgium is in Western Europe. This nation shares borders with France, Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands.
	Scripture Reading—Luke 4:16-19
	When he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, he went to the synagogue on the sabbath day, as was his custom. He stood up to read,  and the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given to him. He unrolled the scroll and found the place where it wa...
	“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
	because he has anointed me
	to bring good news to the poor.
	He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives
	and recovery of sight to the blind,
	to let the oppressed go free,
	to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and then, enlarging life’s circle, move o...
	Please join with me in today’s prayer and meditation; quiet your breathing and embrace God’s eternal grace as you become aware of your own responses to the guided prayers of the people.
	Pause.
	God, you are the still point of the circle within which all creation is found. I yearn to connect with your spirit of peace and experience the companionship of your presence in this moment. May I abide in the center of creation’s circle with you?
	Pause.
	Creator of horizons, help us draw the circle wider to include those I know and love, and even those I struggle to understand and accept. Fill this circle with the gifts of forgiveness, mercy, compassion, and peace. Give us the desire to include all wh...
	Pause.
	Giver of dreams, let the peace we’ve dreamed of expand to embrace all your children. We remember all nations, including Belgium, the country we pray for today. Within this circle may we see the other as brother and sister, and act as mutual stewards o...
	Pause.
	God of all living things, your world longs to be whole and in harmony. The dream of shalom includes caregiving for the water, earth, air and all that has life in one great family. You created us with interdependencies. Give us mutual respect and tende...
	Pause.
	Architect of life and peace, may we be blessed by your vision of shalom this day. May our minds, hearts, and spirits be wide enough for all to find a home. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, God’s shalom. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Luxembourg.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where you are invited to “Become a people of the Temple—those who see violence but proclaim peace, who feel conflict yet extend the hand of reconciliation, who encounter broken spirits and find...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 161:2a
	Luxembourg is in western Europe, landlocked between Belgium, Germany, and France. This is one the world’s top wealthiest nations— despite its wholesale destruction during World War II—and is known for its fairy tale-like beauty and charm.
	Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 156:5a
	The temple shall be dedicated to the pursuit of peace. It shall be for reconciliation and for healing of the spirit.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Within all aspects of our lives and our world exist situations and conditions that need the healing touch of the Holy. Will you join with me to listen to the voice that speaks peace to each of us from beyond the farthest hills, from the infinite heave...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that invites you to surrender your fears and frustrations, anger, and anxieties, and to await with an open heart the peace that only Christ can bring. Allow the one who seeks only the best for you to offer the comfort you seek.
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that whispers the invitation to reconciliation with those whose lives, words, decisions, or actions have wounded you. May you find space in your heart for healing to occur in your relationships with brothers and sisters, as well as...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that calls all into unity and oneness. We remember all nations, including Luxembourg, the country we pray for today. May we be attuned to hear the cries for mercy, forgiveness and generosity. Listen to the one who reminds us that i...
	Pause.
	Listen to the voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in this moment. The Earth shudders in distress because creation’s natural and living systems are becoming exhausted from carrying the burden of our greed and conflicts. Listen...
	Pause.
	May the one who spoke calm to the storm and stilled the waves with a word, bring peace to us and through us. May we be among those whose lives whisper, shout, and proclaim peace to those far and near for the sake of God’s shalom. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of The Netherlands.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace where “God is calling for a prophetic community to emerge, drawn from the nations of the world, that is characterized by uncommon devotion to the compassion and peace of God revealed in Jes...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:11a
	The Netherlands is in Western Europe with three island territories in the Caribbean.
	Scripture Reading—Matthew 6:1-6, 16-21 (A,B,C)
	“Beware of practicing your piety before others in order to be seen by them; for then you have no reward from your Father in heaven. “So whenever you give alms, do not sound a trumpet before you, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the street...
	“And whenever you pray, do not be like the hypocrites; for they love to stand and pray in the synagogues and at the street corners, so that they may be seen by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. But whenever you pray, go into y...
	“And whenever you fast, do not look dismal, like the hypocrites, for they disfigure their faces so as to show others that they are fasting. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. But when you fast, put oil on your head and wash your face, ...
	“Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust consume and where thieves break in and steal; but store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust consumes and where thieves do not break in and steal. Fo...
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and move outward, in rippling waves to th...
	Please enter into the silence with me as we pray for peace remembering God’s promise to be with us and to work in us. Listen for the sound of the beloved’s voice.
	Pause.
	God of creation, in the beginning your breath moved over the waters and brought calm and peace to a chaotic world. Breathe into my being this day; bring respite to my frenzied soul. Refresh my frayed sense of self and bring alive my hope for peace thr...
	Pause.
	God of reconciliation, 2,000 years ago you breathed and the word became flesh among us, teaching us the way of forgiveness, mercy, compassion and peace. Breathe into our relationships this day; allow us to enflesh the teachings of your Son within our ...
	Pause.
	God of sacred community, your Holy Spirit seeks to blow through the discord, disruption, and disease of the world to bring healing and wholeness once again. We remember all nations, including The Netherlands, the country we pray for today. Remind us t...
	Pause.
	God of all, your planet is gasping for breath, heaving under the pressure and weight of unbridled consumption of resources and greed-driven destruction of your world. The Earth groans from forces of chaos that destroy what we have been given as a gift...
	Pause.
	May the awareness of our own breathing connect us to you, O God, and to all that lives because you create it, love it, and call it good. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of France
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “Listen to the Voice that echoes across the eons of time and yet speaks anew in this moment. Listen to the Voice, for it cannot be stilled, and it calls you once again to the great and mar...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 162:1b
	France is in western Europe and several overseas regions and territories. France holds French Guiana on the South American continent and several island territories in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans. France has a large number of decorated cav...
	Scripture Reading—Psalm 33:1-5
	Rejoice in the Lord, O you righteous.
	Praise befits the upright.
	Praise the Lord with the lyre;
	make melody to him with the harp of ten strings.
	Sing to him a new song;
	play skillfully on the strings, with loud shouts.
	For the word of the Lord is upright,
	and all his work is done in faithfulness.
	He loves righteousness and justice;
	the earth is full of the steadfast love of the Lord.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People will begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple ...
	You are invited to join in prayer and meditation as you close your eyes and imagine yourself held in God’s loving hands. Be aware of your current needs, known to you and the one who calls you by your name.
	Pause.
	God of my life, may I receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	Imagine someone who is close to you being held in God’s loving hands. Perhaps this person is a good friend or someone with whom you are struggling.
	God of relationships, may this person receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	Envision all the people of the world, every nation and tribe, every town and village. Imagine those that live in oneness, as well as those ravaged by war and violence.
	God of all peoples, may these communities receive your love, peace, and healing. We remember all nations, including France, the country we pray for today.
	Pause.
	Behold all that God has created. See the beauty of the Earth. Recognize the brokenness and destruction we have caused. Imagine all the beauty and the damage held in God’s loving hands.
	God of creation, may this planet receive your love, peace, and healing.
	Pause.
	May this spirit of peace and compassion for ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth remain alive in us this day. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth

	Canada—map
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Canada.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The Temple which is “dedicated to the pursuit of peace. …[and which] shall be for reconciliation and for healing of the spirit.”   “You are called to create pathways in the world for peace i...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 156:5a; 163:3a
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Canada, located in North America. It extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the United States to the Arctic Ocean. Canada is home to the world’s northernmost settlement on the northern tip of E...
	Scripture Reading—Isaiah 26:3
	Those of steadfast mind you keep in peace—
	in peace because they trust in you.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The context for our Prayers of the People begin with ourselves and move outward, in rippling wave...
	Will you join with me in this time of prayer and meditation acknowledging your soul’s yearning for God’s presence and peace? Silently join your heart with God’s.
	Pause.
	O God of love, grant us your peace. We struggle with insecurities and fears, weighed down with issues that affect our sense of worth and wholeness. Grant us peace that calms the inner turmoil of our souls and affirms that we are beloved.
	Pause.
	O God of life, grant us your peace. We strive for relationships that are fair, equitable and filled with compassion, yet we often find ourselves enslaved in conflicts with others, even those we love. Grant us the strength to listen with our hearts fir...
	Pause.
	O God of hope, grant us your peace. We have grown weary of the sounds of war, violence, oppression and diminishment of men, women and children, yet we fail to heed your urgent invitation to act for justice. Grant us the courage to extend our hands in ...
	Pause.
	O God of all creation, grant us your peace. We understand that we are made of the same substance as all living things, yet fail to grasp your vision of the sacredness of creation. Make us more aware and weave us into oneness. Grant us a glimpse of you...
	Pause.
	O God of peace, we offer ourselves as vessels of your grace and peace, so that from where we stand, waves of your loving presence will emanate to bless your world. In and through Jesus Christ we pray. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth

	Belgium—map
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Belgium.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this service of peace. “The rise of Zion the beautiful, the peaceful reign of Christ, awaits your wholehearted response to the call to make and steadfastly hold to God’s covenant of peace in Jesus Christ.”
	—Doctrine and Covenants 164:9b
	Belgium is in Western Europe. This nation shares borders with France, Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands.
	Scripture Reading—Mosiah 2:24, adapted
	And you will not have a mind to injure one another, but to live peaceably, and to render to every man, according to that which is his due.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People begin with individuals and groups, then move out from this Temple of pe...
	Allow yourself to come reverently into the presence of the Divine and please join with me in prayer. Transformative encounters await you here with the Eternal Creator and Reconciler.
	Pause.
	Creator God, cleanse our hearts. Accept the confession of our flaws and failures, and make us whole. Transform us, O God, into the persons of peace and grace you created us to be.
	Pause.
	Redeeming God, bring to our awareness those persons and relationships that are broken, and make us conscious of the need for reconciliation and forgiveness. Transform us for relationships of wholeness once again.
	Pause.
	Saving God, allow us to feel your love and concern for your children in communities around the world, far and near. We remember all nations, including Belgium, the country we pray for today. May we weep with your tears and act with compassion to heal ...
	Pause.
	God of all creation, stir within us a deep connection with everything you have created; make us aware of the sacred nature of all that surrounds us and lead us into deep reverence that cultivates nurturing actions.
	Pause.
	May these prayers of concern, compassion, and transformation for ourselves, others, all people, and the Earth lead us into a world shaped by your unconditional love, O God. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Peru.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this time of prayer. The “Temple [that] calls the entire church to become a sanctuary of Christ’s peace, where people from all nations, ethnicities, and life circumstances can be gathered into a spiritual home w...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:8c
	Peru is in western South America, Peru is extremely biodiverse, with habitats including arid plains, Andes mountain peaks, and tropical rainforests. Peru was home to ancient cultures, including one of the oldest civilizations, dating to 3200 B.C.
	Scripture Reading—Matthew 4:1-11
	Then Jesus was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil.  He fasted forty days and forty nights, and afterwards he was famished.  The tempter came and said to him, “If you are the Son of God, command these stones to become l...
	‘One does not live by bread alone,
	but by every word that comes from the mouth of God.’”
	Then the devil took him to the holy city and placed him on the pinnacle of the temple,  saying to him, “If you are the Son of God, throw yourself down; for it is written,
	‘He will command his angels concerning you,’
	and ‘On their hands they will bear you up,
	so that you will not dash your foot against a stone.’”
	Jesus said to him, “Again it is written, ‘Do not put the Lord your God to the test.’”
	Again, the devil took him to a very high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the world and their splendor;  and he said to him, “All these I will give you, if you will fall down and worship me.”  Jesus said to him, “Away with you, Satan! for i...
	‘Worship the Lord your God,
	and serve only him.’”
	Then the devil left him, and suddenly angels came and waited on him.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and then, enlarging life’s circle, move o...
	Will you pause for the next few moments in the quiet of this sanctuary, away from the worries of the world, to silently add your own thoughts and prayers to the prayers of the people?
	Pause.
	God of all time and space, I stand waiting for your peace to enter my broken and chaotic soul, just as you wait for me to pause long enough to breathe and simply be. May your peace fill the space that I now create with my breath and my being. Hear my ...
	Pause.
	Source of our being, we stand waiting for your peace to enter our broken and chaotic relationships, just as you wait for us to pause long enough to invite you in. May your reconciling presence bring us to a point of apology and forgiveness, of offerin...
	Pause.
	Lord of all Earth’s people, the world stands waiting for your peace to calm the warring nations, to stem the tide of violence we inflict against one another, just as you wait for us to stop the madness long enough to see one another as family. We reme...
	Pause.
	Creator of all, your creation stands waiting for your healing touch to restore all living things to oneness and wholeness, just as you wait for us to revere what you have given us as a sacred gift. May your generous offering of water, earth, air, and ...
	Pause.
	We ask for this blessing of your peace in and through Jesus Christ. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth

	Liechtenstein—map
	Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 161:1a
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth
	Today in our prayers we remember the people of Malta.
	In the name of Jesus Christ, welcome to this sacred space where we are called to, “above all else, strive to be faithful to Christ’s vision of the peaceable Kingdom of God on earth. Courageously challenge cultural, political, and religious trends that...
	—Doctrine and Covenants 163:3b
	Malta is on a Southern European island consisting of an archipelago in the Mediterranean Sea. It one of the world’s smallest and most densely populated countries. Malta has a long Christian legacy and, according to the book of Acts, Paul was once ship...
	Scripture Reading—Doctrine and Covenants 157:11
	Hear, O my people of the church, I am Jesus Christ of whom you have sung and testified and in whose name you pray. I am the spirit of love and peace which is in the world and yet not known by the world.
	Prayer for Peace
	Prayers of the People
	As we enter a time of guided prayer, meditation, and musical reflection, you are invited to offer silent prayers or meditate during the moments of quiet. The Prayers of the People this day begin with ourselves and then, enlarging life’s circle, move o...
	Please join with me in today’s prayer and meditation; quiet your breathing and embrace God’s eternal grace as you become aware of your own responses to the guided prayers of the people.
	Pause.
	God, you are the still point of the circle within which all creation is found. I yearn to connect with your spirit of peace and experience the companionship of your presence in this moment. May I abide in the center of creation’s circle with you?
	Pause.
	Creator of horizons, help us draw the circle wider to include those I know and love, and even those I struggle to understand and accept. Fill this circle with the gifts of forgiveness, mercy, compassion, and peace. Give us the desire to include all wh...
	Pause.
	Giver of dreams, let the peace we’ve dreamed of expand to embrace all your children. We remember all nations, including Malta, the country we pray for today. Within this circle may we see the other as brother and sister, and act as mutual stewards of ...
	Pause.
	God of all living things, your world longs to be whole and in harmony. The dream of shalom includes caregiving for the water, earth, air and all that has life in one great family. You created us with interdependencies. Give us mutual respect and tende...
	Pause.
	Architect of life and peace, may we be blessed by your vision of shalom this day. May our minds, hearts, and spirits be wide enough for all to find a home. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, God’s shalom. Amen.
	Musical Reflection
	Sending Forth


